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Fire 
Alissa Greenberg 

Fire: 


it's what I want to set to your car. 

It's the temperature I hate you at, 

the flavor of Mexican food that won't do me 

any favors 


I'm not interested in your sad foreskin, 

your ideas about pretentious constellations 

that we all know don't exist. 

I don't care about spray paint or pretty 

way you cut tomatoes, 

your small ideas and shoe 


Because I can't stop focusing on my tragic 

earlobes, 

my sad, late-night binges 

and this thing, this thing about you 

that makes me want to ruin nice leather, 

spit on small children, 


my grandmother a "whore" 
and eat 
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only the grease from the top of the pizza. 

Somehow I've combined bossy and needy 
into art and I wish I could blame you. 

Currently, Alissa Greenberg lives in Flagstaff, Arizona, 
where she teaches at Northern Arizona Universih. and 
is working to complete her master's degree in 

creative writing. She loves the mountains, vegetarian 
Engli$h, particularly the adventure 

writing poetry. 
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Crimson Sweet 
Christy Davids 

The act of stabbing a human being was once 
described to me as like 
Punching a watermelon: the tough body-rind 
pops when knife-penetrated. 

Mealy magenta granules; 
That rubbery-hard of a 
Vine-picked striped skin. 

Fruit thrown on rocks-split open for 
children who will fight for the best piece. 
Abandoned seeds spit-toward unmarked 
horizons preventing pepo-pregnancy. 

Watch the flushed fruit 

On juice-dripped faces, 

Smile at its sticky melodies. 

Can you see the mouthfuls of melon 
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streaming from my body like an incarnadine 
Current? Could you hear the dull pop that 
ended me? Did its punch reverberate in 
Your bones? Do you like the sight of this pink 
pouring? 

Christine Davids lives above a horse barn in Sonoma 

County, California, where she spends her time reading 
zealously, writing academic prose and exploring the 
pleasures of poetry, and dancing to the music of Van 
Morrison. At present Christine is pursuing her MA 

in Literature and Critical Theory at Sonoma State 
University, where she also teaches. When she grows up 
she hopes to become a cowgirl, or at least that's what 
she told her mother when she was six. 
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The Inner Light 
David Colby 

The fire strikes 
The kindling begins 

The power hisses 
The musket flashes 

The computer hums 
The rocket roars 

There came a time where storytellers 
Where priests 

Where scientists 
They began to speak and whisper that the 
lights in the sky knew-
They knew the light beyond the sky loved

They studied the light within the light. 
The storyteller used it to show 

Used it to control 
Took it apart to see. 


They didn't know. 

How could they? 


They took the light 

opened it 


and put it in 

abacuses. 
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They asked it 

Is there a god? 


Colby has been uniting fiction since l1e was 

twelve years old, and has been trying to get various 

novels and short stories published since 2001, so of 

course the first thing published is a poem. He has two 

cats, some friends, and spends most of his time talking 

to beoble living inside of a computer. 
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Dopamine 
Emily Hostutler 

a list 
Living in the anterior of my pituitary-the 
"reward system' of the brain 
Incentive salience 
Wanting, needing, desire my private 
little 

dopaminergic society 
Peripheral effects include 
Arousal, creativity, reinforcement but further
more-associations with psychosis 

also burning mouth syndrome 
Living in the anterior of my pituitary-under 
the radar. 

Emily moved to the Left Coast /rom Philadelphia 
bringing her husband, her curious son and a 
brown dachsie known as Stubbs. She has also 
shown work in other mediums at several galleries 
in Philadelphia including The Painted Bride and 
Minima. 
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The Sculptor's Mold 
Ha Kiet ehau 

A sculptor's hygienic hands 
my unclothed limbs, dusk to 

Smooth her two crafty fingers upon my 
spine, pinch my hip's lower 

Her stripe of morning glow scratches my 
knees, measures my inflexible waist, 
As she times the sunflower's lingering pollen, 
loosening, blowing North 
Towards my uneven chin, watering my eyes, 
limping towards my tremulous bottom lip. 
An affective artiste longs to paint my skin 
olive, tattoo Chinese calligraphy 
Upon my arm, shove my frown to a still 
smile, as her bare lungs 
Die to swallow succulent morsels from my 
poisonous throat. 

Her rainbow hues mix clay, stir blotches, the 
gushing cascade of dye, 
Oranges, yellows, now innovative slabs of red, 
as the sculptor's fingers 
Dip into a smudging puddle, dabbing my 
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overcast decayed mouth 

An edgy, nervous crimson shade, redder than 

the curly peel of a naked apple 

Fondled by her paintbrush on this dreary, 

gray afternoon. 


Eavesdropping paint cans cling-clang against 

her patterned marble. 

Biting my lower lip, her lion canine bores 

upon my plump virginal mouth, 

Flaring raw as an apple's flesh before the cara

mel clogs my clay throat. 

Scampering scarlet, choking under the stroke 

of her paint splattered hands, 

Her manipulation of my movements caves in, 

infuriating my sculptor. 

Her nomadic taps, pats, travel upon my teeny 

ears, a fifty-foot woman, 

Squeezing my little nose, sharpening my 

twenty-two pieces of cracked, 

Blemished, chalky reactions to her liking. 


Her index, middle fingers travel along my 

toes to the chopping of my hair, 

Perfecting my Mona Lisa smile with her walk

ing hands, as the night hours 

Compose my lighted candle burning its first 

flame for the lingering pollen to blow into. 

My luminosity waning, my cracked face be
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side her breath upon my ceramic neck, 

Wrestling the aroma of her paint oils, 

becoming her porcelain statuette, 

My skin a tinge of stoic olive, my inert frown, 

now an imitation of my sculptor's smile. 


Ha Kiet Chau is a graduate student at San Francisco 
State University. Her writings have appeared or are 
forthcoming in Ploughshares, Asia Literary Review, 
Stone Highway Review, Yellow Medicine Review, and 
many others. Ha currently teaches art and literature in 

Oakland. 
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Dreamcaught 
Jillian Graves 

your teeth laid in my palm 
rattling with each step 

it used to be my teeth that rattled, 
smashing my jaw with your breath 
throwing my bones under you in a slow 
crumble 
that sounded like waves 
and settled in a choking crush 
gasping, the sea of your skin rough with sand 
your skin, your skin, my holy land 

and now it is your pieces i 

i threw your bones into the pacific 
and they tumbled in the jagged froth 
and returned to me, pieces of 
polished sea-glass 
for me to knot in my hair and 
weave above my window into a dream-catcher 
that drips like a spider-web, capturing you 
purifying my sleep 
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my bed 
your ghost 
your head. 

and saying you say 
you're dead 

Graves is twenty-one years 

Francisco, where she spends a lot of time 

around her and writing about them. She 

has spent the past three years studying poetry at San 

Francisco State University. 
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Fidelity 
Jillian Graves 

jewelry gifts of lovers and perfume bottles, 
woman's bounty 
a littered swirl on the shared dressing table
his corner is there, see-
aftershave business card clash with your 
dripping diamond pins 
did he buy you that? if he asks, yes, yes he did 
Though shalt not 

the bed smells differently 
not like your shampoo, not like three years of 
wedded bliss-to-boredom 
woody formal stranger-fuck buddies, sweaty 
this is-if he asks if you are using a new 
shampoo, yes, yes you are 
Thou shalt not commit 

you're on your way out, dinner for two, 
carriage for two, no 
room for you, no room, no room. Love 
letters, just a friend, 
girl from college,went through a phase, it's 
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illegal to read someone's mail anyway 
he asks-why would he ask?-but yes, be 

prepared anyway, 
not 

the name, his holy name, and the beds and 
the floor and 
"oh, but we eat there!" circa 2008, post-coital 
pre-marital positivism 
and you felt like you did in your twenties, 
udoin'it". 
at night, when he asks-if he asks-you spent 
all day baking, you're spent 
Thou shalt not commit 

your stomach tlutters With ghosts of 
men, you look good on his arm, you look 
good, you're job is to look 
good god, why does this feel so bad, why does 
it feel at all 
three years, you think of the banging and the 
fourth floor closet, you can take your own 
coat 
and by the time you return-should you 
return 
he'll be on the fourth martini, talking 
celebrity and 
adultery. 
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As We Row 
Joel Gonzalez 

This is the type of moonlight I want to see 
you in 
touching your small fingers on the cold skin 
of the pond, the rings circle your body like 
meteor tracks 
the delicate features that you were born with 
have been somewhat broken by the other 
guys, 

I came rushing to you on one knee with 
band-aids for your wet eyes and moist knee
caps. 

I taught you how to smile 
and you taught me the truth. I thought I 
knew everything but I didn't know a thing 
about you, and that was when my tongue 
foolishly got stuck on my bottom teeth. 

Our favorite unspoken word on the canoe is 
shut-up, 

for nothing else knows our language but us. 
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Let us keep our eyes away from those towers. 

Be is pain. 

Be it us. 

For now on, it is the lake 


Born and raised in Sebastopol, Joel got his' bachelors in 

English from Sonoma State University in 2010, He is 
currently enrolled in the MFA program at San 
Francisco State, 
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Concert 
Katie Pinkston 

I hear you 
across the room 
here. 

This cavern 
is more crowded 
than it looks. 

Three black dots 
each 

to the middle. 

We won't 
make it. 
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The Day After 
Katie Pinkston 

Wonder what it feels like 
Titanium and bone and flesh and skin and 
stitches- Everything 
moaning, stretching, squeezing to make room 
for 
foreign objects meant to work like natural 

counterparts. 

Will the stride be smoother now? 
Fifty-six year old men should not shuffle 

the way eighty-three-year-olds do. 
But that's the point really. 

Once healed, bionic, 
no need for nightmares about 
Black&Decker jokes 
or tuna cans smelling like metal and flesh 
and infection. Of cats coming 
from the neighbor's yards for a taste, a peek. 

After the catheters and drainage tubes, 
the specialized shower chairs and toilet seats. 
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Someday creaking desk chairs 
and loose floor boards 
won't remind you of joints-of the simple act 
of standing. 

Katie is a poet, comedian, and all around lovely 
She has been previously featured in the Cosumnes River 
Journal as well as Zaum. When not writing, Katie can 
be found doing any of the other things she so dearly 

tutoring, being sarcastic, and always smelling 
wonderful. 



Desire 
Kate Kenney 

Your scenfexudes maple 

Fresh, intense, inviting 


Your skin is warm under my finger tips 

Supple yet firm 


I want to slather you in whipped cream 

And warm chocolate syrup 

And indulge myself of you 


Into the early hours of the morning. 

As I am above you 


My one true desire is only 

for you to be inside of me 


I love you, 

pancake 


Kate Kenney is excited to be a part of Zaum 
Honored to be included with such talented students 
whose work she's admired over the past few years, 
and having finally graduated from Sonoma State 
University, she's excited to finally see her work in print. 
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On Naturalism 
Kevin Kauker 

"I'm awesome" says Man 
"Fuck you." says Nature. 

Man dies. 

Kevin Kauker is an English major and comedic 
improviser at Sonoma State University. He believes 
in the complexity of simplicity and the simplicity of 
complexity. He supports vowels. 
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Scalp Me 
Kristen Bachmann 

Scalp me. 

Expose my inner flesh. 

see the Decay, 

a Threatening stench 

Haunting your nose. 

Solely the White is visible 
as backs run 

All is Stoically silver 
as leaves Bury me. 
Flawless smiles cheer 
on my lone departure, only 
present as Enslaved companions 
while I served to assist each of them. 
Finally Stripping every cloak and mask, 
I shredded my Image with each step of a 
predestined 
afterlife. 

in her 
avenues 

expression ever since. This year she will be completing 
her Bachelor degree in Literature. 
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Old Man At A Red Light 
Mark lackley 

]aw set, arm locked, 

he grips the wheel, knuckles thrust 

as if a superhero battling 

to the end. Soon, 


. he'll rocket through the clouds to land 
in his own backyard, 
sheet for a cape as Mother 
gently calls him home. 
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Why I Like Reading Your Poetry 
Better Than Hearing It Read 

Mark Jackley 

One, black words in the white silence of the 

page. 

I like to mumble, stranger, your breath 

becomes my breath. Three, 

I want the world between liS-two chairs, two 

corners, friend, 

an intimacy of distance where anything can 

be said. 


is the author 
_ Green Word (Finishing Line Press), and 

a full-length collection, There Will Be Silence While 
You Wait (Plain View Press). He lives in Sterling, VA. 
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Self-Portrait As A Love Affair 
Mary Stone Dockery 

We bleed indigo, you are sure 
of it. Still, I'm not finding 
your hands here, not anymore, 
not since the incident. Instead, 
I see you on stage making out 
with a microphone, palm up 
as if pressed to the ceiling. 
You are always making out 
with something, these days, 
a rebel, reveling 
in a newfound heat'of 
jealousy on your tongue. 
You are holding things up, 
you say these days. Holding 
it in. I watch morphine-clouds 
hover over you, lax and waste 
of whiskey breathing across 
the top of your hand. See, 
we don't do it anymore, not 
how we used to. You 
wake up with emptiness 
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inside of you, saying, Where 

are we now? Have we moved? 

There are 

on our sheets, but not trom me. 


August spins 
only once a year, burning 
and brown and dull. The heat 
so pressing that you refuse 
to sleep next to me anymore. 
You sing. You write poems. 
You refuse to pick up a phone, 
call your mother, tell her 
you can no longer have children, 
that you are proudly addicted 

way light reflects 
your glass ofYodka. 

We let it happen once, you say, 
but this time, things will be 
different. You cut your hair, 
paste it to a card for me to 
carry in my wallet; I give 
you my fingernail clippings 

and again 
we are holding each other 
without even touching. 

--_ ......_._------------ 
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What It Means When He's Away 
Mary Stone Dockery 

In dreams he is stirring, coiled 
over the bodies of other women. 
I wake to the kind of fuck you's muttered 
in a hot shower, alone. Mornings, I peel 
a banana and his face warps each age spot, 
graying. I'll ingest that, too. A sidewalk 
becomes his back. I remember looking 
at it in soft light, his back stretching over 
a bed as if for weeks. Concrete-edged, 
he breaks open fruit, places apples 
and oranges on dressers, nightstands, 
book shelves. In other dreams, 
the fruit has rotted, molded into a black 
bloom opening toward air filled 
with something I'm unable to name. 
Mornings become gloom-filled, thick. 
Instead of checking his messages 
searching for proof with jealousy 
hot in my mouth, its deep cuts, 
I watch him sleep. I'll move his hand 
when he holds himself inside his boxers 
for too long. Check to see how close 
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the moles are on his back, if they've moved, 
if his skin stretches with guilt. Over breakfast, 
I tell him how often he's cheated-
We laugh so quickly. I want a thick kiss 
to prove he smells like himself. 
Our bed spread is warm, red. Our legs 
used to touching. There are pockets 
in my sleep filled with something 
like what it means when he's away, 
like what I'll never know - This deepness 
in me that somehow thinks it knows 
comes from somewhere else, gives it 

face, the curve of his body, his dark 
voice. When the day ends, I to go to sleep 
wanting to touch him but I don't ask. 
There are places to touch neither can reach. 
The darkness clings to absence. Dreams 
begin circling, bloated as if with tumors, 
smell of rotting bananas, swarm of ants. 
His face, there again. I think, Oh, 

and Oh, and Oh no. 

Mary Stone Dockery is the author of two chap
books, Aching Buttons (Dancing Girl Press) and 
Blink Finch (Kattywompus Press), forthcoming in 

2012. Her first collection of poems, Mythology of 
Touch will be released in 2012 by Woodley Press. 
She lives and writes in Lawrence, KS. 
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Writers Don't Wear White 
Mason Hayes 

Writers don't wear white. 


If we do, it's an undershirt that's stained with 

whiskey and ash, 

maybe even blood. Any good writer drinks or 

smokes or eats to excess, 

after all, Douglas Adams said, "Writing's not 

that hard. 

You just stare at a blank page until your 

forehead bleeds." 


White simply does not fit our lifestyle. 

One, it attracts too much attention. Writers 

want to see, not be seen. 

Two, it's chic, and we don't care about being 

chic, nor want to look like we do. 

Three, it's too bright. Who can write with all 

that optimism shining in their eyes? 


Any writer forced to wear white will look and 

feel out of place. 

We'll probably mess up our hair to make sure 
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everything isn't just so, 

and curse more than usual so everyone knows 

we aren't fit to wear white 


it probably wasn't even our idea. 

No writer covets a good thing. A pure thing. 

We eschew it. 


I have a white jacket, but you will never see 

me writing in it. 

You will see me frolicking in it, pretending 

that I'm not really insane, 

but it's entirely too happy to write something 

substantial in. 

When I write I wear black, to hide my 

mistakes and addictions, 

so I can set them loose onto paper instead. 


Sometimes we have to venture into desolate 

territory, like the sloppy woods 

or the musky dock of a lake, and trudge 

through bushes up to our knees 

or lay for hours until the wet wood mildews 

our shirts, in order to discover new ideas. 

And when that revelation hits, we cannot be 

bothered to discard of our dirty clothes 

when we get home. So we look down three 

hours later, 

and find we are still covered in thorns and 

moss. 
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You may be thinking, But Mark Twain always 

wore white! 

Yes, but he also had a handlebar mustache, 

which tells you everything you need to know 

about him. 


Writers don't wear white. 


Mason Hayes, originally {rom Los Angeles, is a creative 
writing major at Oklahoma State University. She 
misses the big city, please adopt her. 
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Common Courtesy 

Inhale 

You stare at your feet, questioning God, your 
your wanton desire 

to respond to such a passive remark, your rea
son for still sitting at this dining room table. 

Breathe in the bitter fumes of household 
chemicals, of sweet pine scented wood polish, 
the calming scent of burning 

wax peppermint candles. 

Inhale 

The room begins to fill with noise as silver
ware clinks and muffled coughs and hairy 
knuckles rap against the polished oak. 

Dangerous eyes glance but none notice you. 
Wipe the sweat off your brow; restore your 
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rose-coloured face and shaking 
white hands before they gain courage to look 
at you once more. 

Inhale 

The room is filled. Filled with persons. Filled 
with rape

ture and liquor. The dinner guests are gray 
ghosts sliding 

thorough walls, singing mysterious foreign 
songs. 

Inhale 

As if a breath could end this sorrow. Keep it 
in. Keep all within. They expect a response. 
A rise. 
Jam thoughts and words back down your 
throat with each painful 

gasp. 

Inhale 

Not knowing if you'll breathe tomorrow. 



Inhale 

You keep more in than air. 

Inhale 

Chapped, slender lips are moistened by a 
gentle rub of tongue. Hands are dried on stiff 
cotton shirts and begin to tap. 

Your mouth gaps open; the dinner party's 
taken aback. 

Inhale 

You request excusal; the phantoms nod in 
approvaL 

Inhale 

Moisture falls from heavy eyes and knees 
rattle, as you stare into 
the bathroom mirror. Soft veins in young 
hearts begin to tear but all done with a cour
teous 
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Laughter seeps through the walls while you 
claw at your collar, frantically attempting to 

Exhale. 

M. A. Dubbs (Melinda Dubbs) hails {rom Fishers, 
Indiana and is earning a BA in English and Psychology 
at Indiana University Bloomington. Her poetry 
appeared or is forthcoming in TeenInk, The Crimson 
Umbrella Review, Red Fez, and The Purple Poetry 
Book, among others. 
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Garden 
Natasha 

If I were to walk into your room would I find 
a 

collection of flowers? 
A garden of variety? 

Do you live in a 

Lace, plastic, metallic, or real? 


Would it be colourful? 
Or will it reflect the singular monatonal silver 
blossom you currently wear? 

Natasha Bochard is and undergraduate from San 
Diego, CA. She has been an artist for most of her life 
and a writer for several years. She is currently pursuing 
a Fine Arts degree and a minor in Creative writing. 
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I Sat And Waited 
Robert Porter 

I sat and waited. 

Nothing happened and nobody came. 

The world revolved and orbited. 

I sat and waited. 

Nothing happened. 

Nobody came. 

The tic of time continued as it effortlessly has 

for eternity, 

But I just sat and waited. 

The seasons changed as did the people 

around me. 

Leaves dropped to the ground only to disap

pear forever. 

People were put in the ground only to be 

remembered. 

I sat and waited. 

Everything passed me by. 

I waited too long. 


Robert Porter is an undergraduate creative writing 

major at Sonoma State University. His genre of 

concentration is narrative writing, but he also enjoys 

writing poetry. 
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After The Wild 
Rachel ReynoLis 

It is the shape that matters. 
-Samuel Beckett 

Met you at the corner of Olive and Orange. 
A church 
or two there. Eaves. Some bodies lumbering 
up from sleep. Wake up arms! Mine worry 
your body as a mother's. Make 
love of fists, which open like mouths 
to mouth Olive juice. Great mattress earth. 

I mean everything. 

In the avenue a mattress is falling 
from the third floor window of a ten-story 
building and landing 
softly on the curb. 

A dawn is breaking. 

An orange grove grows 
in soed-uo time, a thouMl 
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Florida suns condensed 

into a paper cup. Cheap 

chardonnay and pulp, the whole hotel 

spread. 


Are you beginning to see what I mean? 


That is, 

the mattress chased its shadow to the ground. 


The oranges assembled themselves like so 
many stars to hurdle 

earthwards. 

We drank. There was 
a boldness and a beauty to things, cleanest 
of sunderings. In the dark your shape was 
that 
of man. Mine of mud. And your mouth, 
it moved, a floral bloom. 

A shout into a hole. 

Rachel Reynolds is a third-year student of Creative 
Writing and the Classics at the University of Redlands. 
Her most recent explorations have been into the realms 
of ecphrasis and abstraction, among her inspirations the 
works of Rothko, Newman, and Still. 
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The Patients 
Richy Campbell 

They fell from an ambulance 
on body-trays, 
as it drove over 
the cliff summit 
with no driver and a 
twisted brake pedal 
found in wreckage 

that 

picked at the aged remnants 
of rotted cod 
beneath crinkled doors; 
now, five years on 
children laugh at the noise 
stained jackets make when 
firmly pressed with 
a long stick. 

Richy Campbell is a writer and musician based in 
He has been Dublished in Short, 

Prize. 
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Youth 
Sean Fleming 

We spent hours on our skateboards 
Hot days and cold nights 
Skinned knees bleed slightly; they.drip lightly 
on the same asphalt 
that we glide over all afternoon 
Rubber wheels smack cracks in the sidewalk 
Wood scrapes concrete as you launch into the 

air 
if only for a moment 
Everyone comes down 

Rosy from the sunshine 
T-Shirt stuck slightly to my sweating back 
I wheeled myself under the installed cedars, 
over littered leaves, 
around suburban corners 
A man in an orange vest held up his arms, 
beckoning mothers in their 
vans to stop for me while I skated by but 
I didn't thank him 
I felt regret 
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UlllUlC;U awkwardly in the 

Sunshine warmed us in slats through your 
dusty blinds 
Partially filled cups sat atop your dresser, full 
of water and red pop 
There was a buffalo springfield poster on 
your wall and I thought you 
were devastatingly 
We're sixteen and we're not in love but we 
love what we're doing 

I still remember your skin, it was olive dark 
and bruised all over, 
when I ran my fingers down your back white 

remained for a 
fleeting moment 
Short shorts and a long shirt, these memories 
are vivid 
I wonder where you are now - an actress I 
hear, which is funny 
because I never really thought you were any 
good 
I wonder if you still find the minutes to take 
your old skateboard, 
covered in dust and the film of time, out of 
whatever buried corner it 
inhabits 
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Back in your bedroom, my hand lingers next 
to yours as we sit close on your bed 
While you contemplate my lips, I contem
plate yours 
I'm a little late for dinner 

Sean Fleming is a student at Sonoma State University 
was too lazY to write his own bio. 
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Tyranny Of Self-Motivation 
Stephen Carradini 

r came up with a plan and r put it in motion 

the strict schedule made me its slave. 

r realized that task had come up over 

meaning; 

blew it off, took a nap, had a shave. 

See there, schedule? Now please kindly 

behave. 


Stephen Carradini is a writer and musician who 

lives in Auburn, Alabama. He publishes poetry at 

Gospelized.com, music criticism at IndependentClauses. 

com, and music at StephenCarradini.com. 
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Barbie 
Caitlin Park 

Janie sat cross-legged on her single bed, her cold 
feet curled under a thin blanket. Clutched in her hand was 
her favorite Barbie doll. She looked at it, transfixed on the 
golden locks and bright, unblinking eyes. Janie brought the 
doll directly in front of her face, so she could stare into the 
periwinkle irises framed with lashes black as lacquer. She 
squeezed the hard, narrow waist in her palm. 

A pair of scissors rested on her bedside stand. She 
took them, enjoying the cool heavy weight in her hand. She 
turned the scissors around and a silver glint of metal shone 
from the diffused light of her bedside lamp. She saw a flash 
of her reflection-a smudged face with thick brown eyebrows 
and pale, dry lips. 

She stroked the blades against Barbie's hair, deciding 
what kind of haircut would best suit her soft, rounded face. 
She clipped off a small piece, then another. The blond 
strands stuck to Janie's moist, scabby fingers. Barbie now had 
a spiky bob. Janie kept trying to even out the length of hair. 
No matter how careful she was, there was always an awkward 
piece that seemed shorter or stuck out. Her pulse quickened. 
Grabbing Barbie around the shoulders, she sliced her hair 
down to the scalp. Little sprigs of blonde still sprouted out 
here and there on Barbie's head. 

Barbie's smooth pink lips were sweetly smiling. Janie 
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bit the skin above her thumbnail, exposing a raw cuticle. Her 
eyes searched Barbie's face and traced down her long, elegant 
neck. Barbie's dress was red, with fluffy white trim. 
It was strapless and low-cut, revealing the top of 
cleavage. Janie's mother had bought the dress as a Christmas 
present several years before. 

Janie sunk the scissors into Barbie's mouth, twirling 
the blades around to cut away at the delicate little grin. 
Janie removed the scissors and stared at the ragged hole. 
In one fluid movement, she threw Barbie against the walL 
She landed on her side with a thump. Her face was turned 
toward Janie, the wide periwinkle eyes glistening. They 
seemed surprised combined with the gaping cavity of a 
mouth. 

Janie's cheeks burned. jumped off the 
tossing the blanket to her side, and walked quickly over to 
Barbie. The scissors were still in her hand. She opened up 
the scissors, just a little, and stabbed both sharp points into 
each eye. Her perfect eyes were gone now. Janie could peer 
through them to see the glowing pink plastic of her hollow 
head. 

She brought Barbie over to the window. ley air 
blustered into the room as she slid open the rattling wood 
pane. She tossed Barbie outside and watched her silently 

two stories. She could barely hear the doll hit the grass. 
was laying on her back now, her little arms reaching 

up to Janie. She could still see the three jagged orifices. 
"I love you," the thin, wailing voice echoed through 

the black night. 
She slammed the window shut, vibrating the glass 

and the old wooden walls. She turned her back to the 
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window. The room suddenly seemed smaller-the walls 
had become dark and flickered with shadows. The brocade 
wallpaper seemed to whirl and dance right before her eyes. 
Her gaze slowly crept to the top shelf in the corner of her 
bedroom, where the rest of her dolls were sitting in a stiff, 
neat row. 

Twelve pairs of beady blue eyes watched her cross 
the room. She dropped onto her bed, the springs groaning 
with the sudden weight. She tried to fall asleep and ignore 
the needling chatter. She opened her eyes to glance at 
the dolls. Their heads had all swiveled, facing her now, 
sneering at her with their perfect pink mouths. 

A high-pitched hissing, like static, filled the room. 
The voices penetrated her mind like hot pins. They had 
been watching the entire time. 

"What do you wand" Janie screamed, her hands 
pressed into her temples. 

She jumped up from her bed, knocking over the 
lamp, which shattered across the floor. She ran out of her 
room, slamming the door behind her. Her feet pounded 
the creaky floorboards as she hurried down the hallway. . 
She almost fell down the spiral staircase as she skipped 
every other wrought-iron step. 

Where is mother? Janie thought frantically, 
running into the kitchen. Stacks of dishes were piled 
in the cracked ceramic sink and overflowed onto the 
counters. 

"I love you, Janie," the whispered cry seemed to 
reverberate from every room of the house,"J love you." 

Janie stepped through the kitchen's archway into 
the living room. She flipped a switch to ignite the lamp 
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stooping in a corner. The dim light bulb was thickly coated 
in dust, fragmenting the luminosity unevenly throughout 
the room. Janie curled up on the couch, encircled by the 
silhouettes of an empty cabinet, vintage bookshelf, and a 
barren coathanger. She pressed her palms into her ears and 
rocked herself back and forth. 

Where is mother? 

Janie remembered her mother's porcelain (lOlls on 
the mantelpiece, some were still in boxes-the collectibles. 
They were her mother's most beloved. She wondered if 
they knew too. She glanced at their white faces with their 
exquisite, red bowed lips. Their eyes were all black, cast 
down at Janie through their glass caskets. Yes, they knew. 

The room began to bend, the walls caving 
swallowing Janie up. The tattered persian rug below her feet 
transformed into a murky pool of red, orange, and green. 
She looked up to the cathedral style ceiling-it seemed to 
stretch, far, far away, lengthening before her very eyes. 

"Janie. I want to be loved!" The voice sounded angry 
now. It resonated through the vast space overhead. 

Her whole body was shaking. She slowly got up from 
the couch and walked to the front door. Her cold fingers 
undid the heavy brass latch and slid back the chain lock. 
The door's hinges moaned as she entered into the inky 
night. 

Her hot, heavy breathing escaped in steamy clouds. 
Circling around the corner of the house, she found Barbie, 
lying on the frosted grass. She picked her up, cradling her 
gently in the warm crook of her arm. 

"I'm sorry," Janie whispered. Barbie smiled at her. 
She went back inside and up the stairs into her 
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room. Rays of moonlight spilled through the window, 
illuminating the room with a gentle glow. The barbies on the 
shelf were quiet. They had not forgiven her yet. 

Janie laid in her bed, underneath the covers, her 
head leaning on a pillow. The pair of scissors rested on 
her bedside stand, now stained with fresh blood. Barbie's 
mutilated face was nuzzled against her cheek. 

"I love you Janie," said Barbie. 
"I love you too," said Janie, wiping a tear of blood 

from her eye. 

Caitlin Park is a senior at Sonoma State University and is also an 

editor of Zaum. She is an English major and enjoys <writing comedy, 

nonfiction, and dark horror stories. In the next few years she will be 
pursuing a Master of Arts in English and hopes to continue publishing 

her work. 
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A Fine Neighborhood 
Daniel Deleon 

The front lawn of 1145 Yale Avenue was manicured 
to the point that it would satisfy any photographer looking 
for a shot to grace the cover of a magazine; and it had. Nearly 
all the lawns on the street were like this. Most were toiled in 
by the same gardening company, one that was overpriced but 
always got the job done. At 1145 Yale Avenue each blade of 
grass was cut so well that the tip didn't even bother turning 
brown, giving the yard a radiant glow. An array of flowers 
filled pots and planters, and Japanese maple trees swayed 
gently with the breeze, occasionally shedding a star shaped 
leaf or two. It was a front lawn that wanted to impress those 
around it, gently asserting the supremacy of its design and 
representing the perfection of those living inside. 

Eddie sat inside the house and pecked away at his 
computer as his wife, Kristy, shuffled things around in her 
purse and yanked out her keys. 

"I'm not going to argue with you right now, Eddie. 
We can talk later when the kids aren't around." She was 
whispering so loudly it might as well have been shouting. 

"I'm not arguing," he said, pausing his work to stir 
cream into his coffee, "I'm just trying to discuss this with 
you. We can get a cleaning lady if you can't keep up with the 
housework. It's fine-" 

"Do not go there. How insensitive are you? I work my 
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ass off, deal with driving Sarah and Lily to and from school, 
make sure to cook the meals-so I'm sorry if dust collects on 
the desk you never use in the study you never use-" 

"I'm using it today!" 
"Oh okay, excuse me then. The study you use once 

every three months when you take a day off work-" 
''I'm not even really off! I've got a conference call in 

twenty minutes. Who's the one arguing now? Look, I'm not 
trying to be an ass. I'm just saying ... if you need-" 

"I'm done with this conversation, Eddie! God damn 
itl" She closed her eyes for a moment and tucked a few 
strands of hair behind her ear. The fights were getting more 
common, more ridiculous by the day. They both knew it, 
but they both ignored it, and figured the problem would fix 
itself. After all, it was till death do them part. 

''I'll be back in a while," she said, turning away and 
sweeping a list of groceries off the counter. 

''I'll just be here with the girls," he said, "llove-" 
The door slammed. He shrugged. He didn't know if 

he meant it anyway. 
When the last sip of coffee was finished, Eddie 

folded the newspaper he'd been reading and pushed it across 
the kitchen table. It was quiet inside 1145 Yale Avenue, just 
a gentle hum from the refrigerator and the distant laughter 
of the girls. He stood up and looked out the windows to the 
backyard. It wasn't quite as nice as the front, but it was 
impressive. A small rectangle of grass paralleled a massive 
swimming pool, the water inside blue like a post card from 
a resort. The yard boasted ten foot fences on both sides and 
a brick wall in the back that separated the property from 
the alley behind it. The bricks had been overwhelmed with 
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ivy, wisteria, and fig all tangled about like something out of 
the gardens of Babylon. An area with a safety gate and fence 
outlined a patio where an overpriced stainless steel barbecue 
sat waiting for its second and usually last use of the year. 
Eddie sighed, and turned down a hallway. 

The two girls turned when they saw their dad in 
the doorway. Kristy had made Sarah's hair into a 
favorable hairstyle for a 

She smiled at " 
" 

gaze moved over to Lily, a two year old with 
blue eyes and hazel hair. Eddie wasn't sure where the blue 
eyes carne from, but he was sure it wasn't from his side of 
the gene pool. Sarah had her father's eyes though; almond 
colored eyes. He smiled at her and dropped to his knees to 
meet Lily's eye level. 

"Hey Lil." 
"Hi-dada." She said with no pause between the two 

words. 
"What are you girls up to?" 
They both looked down at the pile of toys and 

stuffed animals between them. It must have been a game 
they knew well because they started pointing and explaining 
in a language Eddie was still trying to understand. The game 
involved tossing toys and then healing them again with a 
plastic spoon and crayon. When they were done, Eddie 
stood again and felt the blood rush back into his feet. 

"Well that sure does sound fun...now girls listen up. 
has to go into his office and make a very important 

phone call. So I need you two to be extra good and very 
quiet." He held his finger up to his lips to make sure nothing 
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was lost in translation. 
Eddie sank into his office chair and opened the 

laptop he'd been using in the kitchen. After a few minutes of 
proofreading he nodded, assuring himself that he was ready. 
He placed a headset over his ears and dialed a long number 
into his phone. Within moments his mind was outside of 
1145 Yale Avenue and in the midst of a board meeting. 

It was all going very welL The board seemed happy; 
they liked what they saw on Eddie's computer, a slide show 
he was sharing with the rest of them in real time. It was 
this technology that had allowed Eddie to take some time 
off. He'd planned on spending the day with Sarah and Lily, 
but he knew getting into the mindset of vacation was going 
to take practice after sixty hour work weeks. And after the 
argument with Kristy, work was the only thing that helped 
take his mind out of it all, away from the fact that their 
marriage was built on rotting wood. 

As a chairman of the board was in the middle of a 
question, Eddie heard a soft but fast knock on his door. He 
silently rushed over and opened it. Lily was standing there 
looking up at him with her bright blue eyes. Before she could 
even speak Eddie furrowed his brow and pressed his finger 
into his lips again. She lowered her h~ad, defeated, only to 
raise it back up again as if to speak. Eddie closed the door 
on her so he could answer the chairman's question, half of 
which he hadn't even heard. But he managed it well and 
within moments his mind was completely focused again. 

The second knock was harder, fQllowed by "Daddy". 
She said it timidly, as though she wanted his attention 
but didn't want to get in trouble for saying so. Eddie felt 
his hands ball into fists and his teeth clench. He stood up 
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angrily, sending his leather chair rolling across the hardwood 
floor and into a bookshelf. He opened the door and muted 
the phone. 

"Damn it, Lily! I'm on the phone and I told you to 
be quiet. Stop bothering daddy and go play with your sister!" 

"Sarah-poo" 
"Yes, go play with Sarah-pooh" That must have been 

a new part of the game. He'd never heard of Sarah-pooh 
before. Maybe he just wasn't hearing it right. Eddie raised 
his head until he was staring at the ceiling and sighed. 

"Please Lily. Go." 
"Daddy Sarah-" 
The door slammed shut. Eddie felt anxious now. 

He'd missed several important discussion points of the call 
and his usually well mannered kid was being obnoxious. He 
motioned to take his phone off of mute when another knock 
came at the door. This time it was very soft, but very fast. 
Eddie turned and swung the door open so hard he wasn't 
sure if the hinges would hold. He felt blood rush into 
cheeks and air into his lungs as he prepared to scream his 
frustration at Lily-but he stopped. She was standing there, 
smaller now, with gumball sized tears welling in her eyes. 
Her lip was quivering and her knees were shaking. He'd 
never seen her like that. What had he done? He felt like a 
monster. 

He squatted and met her eye level. The sounds of the 
board meeting drowned out completely as he came back at 
1145 Yale Avenue. 

"Honey, 1'm so sorry-" 
"Daddy-Sarah-POOL!" 
Eddie felt the blood drain from his cheeks and his 
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mouth go dry. He stood up and rushed past Lily into the 
hallway. 

"Sarah!" The shout came out as a squeal, and he 
didn't recognize it as his own voice. The headset flew off 
his ears as he sprinted through rooms and over furniture. 
Time and space fractured into tilted frames. In one, he 
remembered that she had swimming lessons in the past and 
had done pretty welL In another, that she was still unable to 
swim on her own. He hadn't taken her to the lessons in a 
few months because of the sixty hour work weeks. 

The back door of 1145 Yale Avenue was wide open, 
as was the safety gate. Eddie felt like he was running on sand, 
heavy and painfully slow. When he reached the end of the 
patio his vision swirled like a carousel ride. Sarah. 

She was in the pool, face down. Her small arms 
and legs spread out in all directions. A stuffed bunny was 
floating just a few feet away from her. She wasn't moving. 
Eddie didn't realize how fast he'd run across the lawn and 
into the pool until he felt she was in his arms. He turned her 
over. Her eyes were closed, her skin pale. He cradled her and 
ripped through the water with his legs until he was out. He 
laid her gently on the grass and held his ear to her cold wet 
shirt. There was no heartbeat. No pulse. No breathing. 

The ambulance took six minutes to get to the house; 
the fire trucks and police took a few minutes more. 

As the ambulance drove out of the driveway, Kristy 
ran out from behind the fire truck on the curb. Her pony 
tail was flailed behind her as she tried to assess what was 
happening and her gaze stopped at Eddie. They stared 
at each other with hollow eyes. Lily was lying against his 
body, her face nestled in his neck. Eddie shook his head 
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slowly at Kristy, his clothes almost as wet as his eyes. Her 
knees buckled as neighbors began to perch on their own 
manicured front lawns and whisper about the perfect family 
at 1145 Yale Avenue. 

Daniel Deleon is a senior in Creative Writing program at SSU. He 
lives in Santa Rosa, California with his wife and two-year-old son. 
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Paranoid Heretics 
Eaghen S. Davis 

The foyer of the Buffalo Club reeked of 20th 
century oligarchy. French perfumes and mahogany walls are 
rousing enough for a woman in search of social superiority; 
but when coupled with a small dose of gin the scene 
borders intoxication. History took place here, and ever 
since, men and women who frequented the hallways waited 
for something important to happen. Ms. Connery could 
remember her father speaking about how Grover Cleveland 
used the room she sat in now as his Presidential office nearly 
a hundred years ago. For many, the subtle smell of wood 
paneling wouldn't produce such a fervent response, but the 
subject of our story was on the search for a mate of sorts. 
Had I known this, things would be different. 

You see, at this time in history, social nuance 
and complexities bordered hypocrisy. But just as in any 
other social dynamic, hypocrisy is never confronted so it's 
merely swept under the rug. You don't have to take my 
word for it. Now that I think about it, some of the most 
celebrated novels of my time deal with the same assertion. 
For generations, women who sought nothing more than 
financial security and the illusion of romance reduced their 
livelihood to a single institution, marriage. They still do, but 
it isn't talked about as openly. When this story took place, 
the average woman was courting at 18, in love by 20, and 
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pregnant at 24. From then on she was happily bound to her 
husband and child throughout the course of her existence. 

"Hello Henry, so nice to finally meet you," she said 
as we walked upstairs. 

A friend of mine gave me, her information in one 
our literature capstones last semester. Auden suggested 

we meet for dinner when we were both in Buffalo for 
Christmas break; he was the type of guy that suggested a 
lot of things, but women were one thing he never joked 
about. 

As we walked, her paisley sundress hugged her body 
with a subtle appeal. I've always thought a woman looks 
best in a sundress. Jane was no exception. 

"Well Jane, I've heard much about you. Should we 
a drink and become more acquainted?" 

"Good thing you asked, I've been looking forward 
to one all day." Jane made a motion to the waiter. "Henry, 
gin and tonic? And yes, I'll have a dry martini, no olives 
please." 

Conversation started as any might, an exchange of 
pleasantries. 

"Well Jane, how's Ithaca this time of the year? Cold 
I'd imagine." 

"Well yes, yes it is. It looks like you and I both 
happened to choose miserably cold collegiate lives," she 
said. 

Not to be blunt, but I usually can figure out if I'll 
ever speak to a woman again within the first ten minutes 
of meeting her. It's not that I'm overly critical- I'm not. 
I once dated a horribly ugly girl for quite sometime 
because she could hold a wonderful conversation. But 
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when sex came into the question, things had to end. It's 
not that I think romance requires sex, it doesn't, but it's a 
commitment... and I couldn't imagine waking up next to 
that mug for much longer. You can't take things like that 
lightly. I did once, and I won't again. 

So I returned to the time honored conversation 
"Wh ' . J 7"starter: at s your major now ane. 
"Well after two years of English I realized I wasn't an 

idealist, and I had to drop out of the department. I realized 
I didn't have a creative impulse. I'm lucky though, some 
people never realize." She laughed and then said, "Those 
people are elementary grammar teachers." 

I laughed and thought about it myself. 
"So I switched to biology. I wanted to deal with 

something that had absolutely no subjectivity." 
I've always wanted the same thing for myself, being 

confident in the fact that my every decision was valid. I 
don't know if she realized at that moment how idealistic her 
desire was, but I sure wasn't going to be the one to tell her. 
I brought up an article I recently read by Blake Thompson 
about his work with Darwin's Theory to change the subject. 
To be honest, I don't know much about science. In this 
case, I could speak about two things; Mendel's beanstalks or 
Darwin's Theory. I thought the latter would produce a more 
beguiling response. 

She said she read the same article, and asked my 
opinion. With my response she made her opinion very 
clear. 

"The modern convention that the most basic 
pleasure for a woman is her family is not only elementary, 
but biological. It makes sense, how else would humanity 
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flourish?" 
With this, 1 knew there was no need to keep Jane's 

telephone information. So 1 did as I've done many times 
before, I went through the motions. 

She continued, "1 mean nearly every new-age 
of the day says that reproduction is 

only true human genetic predisposition." 
1 thought to myself how bleak humanity looked 

from the lens of a scientist. I wondered if Jane actually 
believed that the core of humanity was based not in love, 
not moral satisfaction, not self-actualization, not the pursuit 
of happiness, but the purest form of fuckery. But 1 think 
a philosophical discussion may be a little much for a first 
dated, so the night starts as any other might. 

Conversation is made, drinks are poured, and music 
played from the piano adjacent to the table where 

I sit. The plush chairs adorning the dining room 
act as nothing more than crutches to alcoholics, allowing a 
glimpse far enough into sobriety to sustain a conversation 
until the dinner bells ring. 

As our conversation lingers between courses, 1 try to 
figure out if Jane realizes her show of dependence is nothing 
more than a gawking show. I'm sure she knows that for the 
handful of men that glimpse her way every so often, the only 
question they ask themselves is which pursuit they'd like to 
conquer tonight, tomorrow, and perhaps, 1 thought, if a girl 

her was lucky, a life-time. My date wasn't the only one, 
there were others just like her. So the night goes on, and 
Jane orders another gin, and another. I do the same. 

"Well look at us Henry," she utters between sips 
from her martini glass, "Aren't we getting along quite well?" 
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Now that I look back at my response, it was crafted 
by my liquid imbalance. My father taught me to never blame 
anything on alcohol; he said it was the sign of a coward. And 
I usually don't, but something my father could never tell me, 
I don't think any father is capable of saying to his son, is that 
sometimes things happen. I mean, how could you? So I feel 
the mellow warm buzz of gin, its grip expanding with each 
sip. 

"Henry, I'm going to be bold and tell you something 
I've never told anyone before. Is that okay?" 

"Of course," I said. 
She waited a second; "I've yet to know a man that 

shows restraint when a splash of alcohol, a friendly rub of 
ego, and a flash of flesh are correctly applied to a certain 
situation. No matter how much he contends his conscience 
is unwavering, every man I've known handles himself in the 
same innate, animalistic, underlying manner. Now you, you 
Mr. Axl, you're no different. You may say you are, but you 
aren't. So I'm going to invite you back to my apartment, and 
you'll accept. Should we call a Taxi or should we just walk?" 

''I'll call a cab and grab your coat while you freshen 
up... does that sound like a plan?" 

"It most certainly does," she said. 
Our cab arrived, and Jane and I climbed into the 

back seat. After a few minutes, she laid her head on my 
shoulder and drifted. No matter what the circumstances are, 
nothing feels more organic and pure than the floral scent of 
a woman's hair resting on your shoulder. 

As I stood in the hallway of her building, patiently 
waiting for her to find her keys, she fumbled through her 
purse with a sense of urgency. Perhaps it was the excitement 
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a visitor, maybe it was the numerous drinks she'd 
after a few minutes she shrieked and said, "Ah, alright 
well here they are." 

"If we hadn't been together for so long tonight I 
would have thought you were trying to tell me something." 
"Like what?" she muttered. 

"I don't know, like you didn't want me to stay the 
night with you." With that remark Jane quickly led me 
inside, grabbing at my tie. Sounding sincere has never been 
a problem for me. If nothing else, I want to be remembered 
for being sincere. If I believed in psychoanalysis, the doctor 
would probably tell me the desire branches from my father's 
inability. 

I grew up on 43rd and Water Street, just a block 
away from Chippewa Avenue. By day, Chippewa Avenue 
might as well be any other "NY Business Route #34," but by 
night, it took on an entirely different persona. Ever since the 
"White Flight" out of downtown happened, every woman 
who regularly dawns a short sequence skirt and high stiletto 
boots has made 'Ole Chippewa her stomping-grounds. You 

wasn't poor enough to live in the colored 
we sure weren't 

tree-lined streets 
doesn't mean I didn't want to. Honest to god I 
most of my life my father worked a string of jobs. It took me 
a while to understand as a kid, but I found out soon enough. 
Dad's string of jobs didn't equate to riches. As I stood in 
the foyer of Jane's apartment, I looked around at the ornate 
carvings and oil paintings that jumped from Jane's walls. 

"Your apartment is quite well furnished for being 
a junior copy-editor Ms. Connery," I said, "I didn't know 
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the daily news paid so well these days." What I didn't know 
at the time is that Jane's insecurity about wealth branched 
from years of being ostracized in public schooL My comment 
obviously brought bad memories back to fruition. 

She replied in a hushed tone, "Well, God has been 
good to my family. The daily news may not pay much, but it 
keeps the lights on in this place." 

Later I'd learn that Jane's father was a city politician 
(later in his career he was removed from office by a jury, but 
then again, that's a story for a different time and place), and 
because of his position, his children, who otherwise would 
have gone to St. Joe's or Holy Cross with every other child 
of upper-class Buffalo, were forced to attend public schools. 
Jane graduated from High School before desegregation 
occurred, but even prior to mass integration, inner-city 
Buffalo schools were not friendly to the well-to-do Connery 
children. 

"Jane ... is that a Hopper I see?" 
"I didn't take you as an art man, but yes, you seem to 

have a keen eye... shall we have a drink?" 
I could tell Jane felt the need to lubricate the 

situation further and reached for the bottle of scotch she 
kept for her father. After two scotch and waters, we moved 
towards the fireplace. 

"Well, isn't this a lovely end to a perfect night Mr. 
Axl," Jane proclaimed qUietly as I brushed her hair from her 
forehead. I leaned to kiss her and her soft lips brushed mine. 

"Well where do we go from here?" I asked while 
running my fingers through Jane's soft brown hair. 

"Well, if I were one of those prudes who fill Cornell, 
I would tell you to see yourself to the door. But luckily for 
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you I am not, and I'd contend our night has just begun." 
It wasn't often that you encounter a woman like 

Jane. Girls like Jane are broken. They knew of my and 
other men's ways, but they accepted them as a way of life, a 
means to their happiness. What girls like this didn't know 
is that I could never marry one of them. Their eagerness to 
accept mediocrity in their lives and romantic ties made them 
undesirable. 

When I sat on the sheets of Jane's bed, they felt 
soft to the touch. It's easy to lie a woman down to take an 
afternoon nap, but I knew all too well that at this hour, 
anything close to a slight hint of excitability could change 
the course of the night. So I held her close and moved her 
body close to mine, feeling the gentle breaths she was taking, 
each becoming more and more shallow as my lips moved 
closer to her chest. 

"I've always known I'd meet someone like you 
Henry," Jane whispered into my ear. "But Jane, I'm not sure 
you know anything about me. What makes you say such a 
silly thing?" After a moment of reflection she spoke very 
confidently, "Sometimes there are people that you meet 
and you know you'll remember them, I feel like you're one 
of those people. Won't you be one of those people for me 
Henry?" 

Davis is an English Literature student at the University 
Michigan. He currently writes for the Michigan Daily and his poems have 
been published in Michigan's Fortnight Literary Press. 
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The Will 
Eric Altemus 

"Jalat lampimina, paa kylmana: Feet warm, head cooL" 
- Finnish proverb 

In the late spring, when the rains swept the snow 
away and the sun cracked through the frozen earth, Juho 
turned thirteen, and earned the right to hunt with his father. 
Their truck was a knife through the morning air, headlights 
illuminating the bends in the shoreline road ahead. Past 
his father, the sun was rising ahead; the truck's digital clock 
read just past four in the morning. Thousands of freshwater 
lakes dotted the southeastern country of Finnish Lapland, 
becoming sapphires when the sun cut through them at just 
the right angle. The mist danced off the glass-like surface of 
the water, blending with the tall summer grass as they rode 
past. Juho glanced over at his father's large hand cupping the 
truck's gearshift. Other boys that he knew always came back 
looking different, as though the forest had taken a part of 
them and hammered it into something tougher. 

The hunter's lodge seemed to be carved out of the 
forest surrounding it. The cabin had existed since the days 
of the independence, when Finland had risen up against 
the crumbling Russian occupation. Free men with sisu, his 
father always said. Sisu. It was the strangest word he had ever 
heard, and when he said it, it always got lodged in the back 
of his throat, or lost somewhere along the bumpy ridges of 
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tongue. It was distinctly Finnish, and yet it never made 
sense to him. It felt like a special password that only grown 
men knew. As they walked along the gravel path to the door, 
Juho felt a small twinge of guilt for just knowing it. 
Inside, the air was musty, a mix of cigarette smoke and old 
wood. The gutted carcasses of Arctic hares and reindeer 
twisted on a line by a woodcutting shed in the back, and the 
smell lingered through the doorway. Juho's father took 
hand and led him up to the counter, where a large woman 
was tending a register bathed in fluorescent light. 
"One," his father said, pointing at the tap. "And coffee'for 
the boy." 

"Half seven," the waitress replied. She began filling 
up his father's glass while he rooted around in his vest 
pockets for the change. The thick coins clacked on the worn 
bar top. 

Juho and his father found a small table in the corner 
that looked out into the forest. He glanced around the lodge. 
Small neon signs advertising beers hung on the walls around 
the room, and the national colors drooped next to a small 
fireplace with a moose head mounted firmly above it. 

The animal had been a spectacular kill, judging 
from the antique photograph placed on the mantle. The 
bull's thick antlers jutted out from behind its ears like the 
roots of a tree and a bib of dark brown fur burst from the 
tip of its throat, running through the rest of its chest in 
the sepia-toned portrait. From its vantage point above the 
fireplace, the antler tips were a maze of cobwebs and the 
pelt was covered with a fine patina of dust. The fur was a 
mottled gray-brown, and its mouth hung agape, frozen in 
death, as if it was yelling at the hunters crowded around 
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their drinks. But what troubled Juho the most were its eyes. 
The taxidermist's model had not kept over the years. They 
sagged in their sockets like crushed raisins fixed in slits of 
disappointment. 

One of the men from the bar approached their table, 
wobbling in stride. He was a squat man with a thick beard 
that skimmed the top of his puffy vest. The scent of pine 
smoke was woven into his clothes. Attached to his belt was 
a puukko, the traditional Finnish hunting knife. The blade 
was short with a smooth birch handle. Juho's eyes grew wide 
as blue and yellow neon lines raced down the blade's teeth. 
"Mikko," his father said, turning to face the man. "It has 
been a while." 
"It has, Tero," the man - Mikko - said. "I trust you are doing 
well this season." His Finnish was thick with a Sami accent. 
The Sami were indigenous Finns who largely occupied 
Lapland. 
"As well as we can be these days." 
"Yes, but you are well enough to hunt!" Mikko laughed. "You 
are always serious, even when the sun comes out." 
Juho's father peered at Mikko over his wire-frame glasses. "It 
is tradition. The summer does not last long enough to waste 
it." 
"1 envy your dedication, Tero." He grunted and motioned for 
the cashier to bring him another beer from across the lodge. 
"It is what we must do to keep ourselves well into the winter 
this year." 

Mikko finished his first glass and slammed it down 
on the table. Juho looked at the logo etched at the bulge in 
the glass. An angry bear's open maw formed a circle. Juho 
watched the remaining froth from the beer slide down the 
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sides of the glass and past the bear like suds in a paiL A small 

ring of blonde liquid pooled near the bottom where the glass 

was still sweating. 

"It is your son's first time, correct?" Mikko said, grinning. 


is," his father replied. 
"Wonderful. It is a rare occasion here that we should witness 
the father and his son hunting for the first time together." 
Mikko's eyes were slightly glassed. "I will tell you of my first 
hunt with my father." 
Mikko removed his puukko from its small sheath on his belt 
and jabbed it into the tabletop. The drink came for him. 
He slipped the woman a colored bill and waved her away, 
gesticulating with his free hand while he emptied some of his 
new glass, swaying as he drank. 

"I grew up in Enonteki6, to the northwest. We 
hunted near our home, before the paved roads reached us. 
Very different from what you are used to. We had been 
walking for several hours in the sun, and even in upper 
Lapland it can grow quite hot in the summer. I begged my 
father to stop for a rest, but he would not allow it. I was 
merely chasing the horizon with my eyes. 

"Soon, we came to a river. My father ordered me 
to wait in the brush nearby. He carried only his rifle with 
him as he crept up the bank. He stopped suddenly when 
he reached the water and pointed straight ahead, across the 
river and toward a group of low-hanging bushes. The moose 
was there. My father was extremely patient and could predict 

way they moved through the forest. 
"One shot from his rifle and it was over. To this day I 

have yet to see such a clean kilL He waded through the river 
and called me over to inspect it. The beast was large and 
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unafraid. That is how 1 knew it was the right time for me." 
Juho's eyes fell from Mikko's face to the scarred table in 
front of him. He had hardly touched his coffee. The black 
liquid rippled from the energy of Mikko's movements. 

"He handed me his knife and ordered me to deliver 
the final blow. Of course, I was young like you, and hesitated 
at the thought. It was barbarous to think about then. But the 
animal did not struggle." 

Juho felt sick as he stared past Mikko's wide grin and 
at the moose again. The crushed eyes looked down on him. 
There was a brief silence before Mikko roared with laughter 
and ripped the knife from its new sheath in the table. He 
paused and proceeded to drain the rest of his beer from the 
glass, slamming it down when he finished. A second frothy 
bear roared at Juho from across the table. 

"You never forget your first hunt, no matter how bad 
or bloody. It is always unique," he said. 

Mikko wiped the excess beer that lingered at the 
corner of his mouth. "There is a saying within my family that 
states that a man never can truly wash the blood of a first 
hunt off his hands. It blends into the fabric of his skin and 
mends together. That is why it is very special to us." 
Mikko turned and clapped his father on the back. His father 
smiled, but said nothing. Juho's face felt flush and he turned 
to the window. A real hunter did not talk in terms of blood 
and gore, he thought. He felt the beginnings of tears at the 
corners of his eyes, but he quickly wiped them away. 
He turned to face them again; the moose was still staring. 

When they found the reindeer, his father suddenly 
stopped, signaling to Juho with his left hand balled in a 
fist. Tero knelt and qUietly began to slide off his daypack. 



froze in place, not bothering to remove his own. The 
adrenaline coursing through his body eliminated the nagging 
feeling of the weight straining against his shoulders. His 
attention was focused elsewhere. 

It was as though a machine had replaced his 
father. Tero rotated the sling to grip the rifle. He kept 
concentration on the reindeer, which had stopped by a 
group of berry bushes. The animal wobbled on its legs like 
a newborn while it ate. Both of his father's massive hands 
carefully worked the bolt of the rifle as he loaded it. Tero 
removed his glasses and tucked them into the front pocket of 
his shirt before leaning against a tree to brace his body. His 
father's breathing rang in his ears as he steadied the rifle's 
optical sight; Juho swore he could hear every machination of 
his body. 

The reindeer did not. 
The report of the gun woke Juho's body again, and 

he twitched from the sudden blast of sound that bounced 
around the forest's high canopy. The shot seemed to echo 
forever, as if the noise was trapped in his skulL A thick cloud 
of smoke drifted past the tree where his father had taken the 
shot. The air smelled of fire and explosive residue. 
The bullet had passed through the base of the reindeer's 
neck. The stag kicked and writhed automatically, grunting 
and squealing as his father rushed to the fallen animal, his 
puukko drawn. Juho closed his eyes. The sound of the stag's 
scream pierced the air, a squall that ran down his spine. 
He dropped his daypack on the ground next to his father's 
equipment. Juho's shoulders suddenly ached, as though he 
had been carrying it for an entire day. As he opened his eyes 
again, he saw his father standing over the body, shaking his 
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head. The tip of his puukko dripped onto the ground. 
"Juho," he said, his deep voice booming through the trees. 
"Come here." 

Juho's stomach turned as he walked toward his 
father. Tero knelt over the dead reindeer, the point of his 
puukko hovering over the pelt. He fought his reflexes as 
hot tendrils of bile surged up his throat. His eyes first went 
to the wound where his father had shot the deer, glancing 
over its eyes fixed in permanent terror. The bullet had gone 
through the animal cleanly, leaving a small hole, drying and 
dead. 

Juho followed the point of his father's knife and 
twitched from the sight. The animal had alrea9Y been 
wounded. A large gash in the animal's right hindquarters 
shone in the forest light, slick and dark. Juho looked up 
toward the canopy to breathe. 
"Karhu," Tero said. "Bear." 
"Yes," Juho replied. He bit his lip to stop the tears from 
pooling at the edge of his vision again. 
"Do you know what this means?" Tero said. Juho kept his 
eyes locked to the sky, where slices of sunlight trickled 
through the open spaces in the trees. "This was a wound 
inflicted most likely by a mother. This stag was foolish to 
stray so close to its young." 
"How do you know?" said Juho. He gulped more fresh air 
and swallowed before looking at the carcass again. 
Tero pointed at the broad cuts in the reindeer's flesh. 
"Here," he said, tracing them with his knife. "They resemble 
bear claws. She must have ripped open its hind leg as it tried 
to run away." 
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"Yes. That makes sense." Juho covered his mouth and nose 

with his hands to stifle the smell. 

"Now, I will ask you again. Do you know what this means?" 

'4No~" 

means that it is not fit to eat. We have to leave it here." 
stared blankly at the puukko's tip as his father spoke. 

"You will hunt the next one, and you will carry the rifle." 
Juho stood up and walked away from the deer and back to 
their supplies, feeling dizzy once again. 
"How willI manage the pack?" 
"I will carry it. Pick up the rifle, Juho." 
Tero knelt beside him and worked the bolt again with his 
hands, sliding the metal effortlessly as he showed how to 
properly chamber it. When he had practiced several times, 
Tero stood up and helped Juho sling the rifle around 

strap so that it clung to his body. 
The thick padding felt awkward against Juho's chest. 

"Will we have to walk long?" Juho said. 

"We will walk as long as we need to," he said. "Sisu." 

The word suddenly sharpened his senses. He looked up. 

"Father?" 

"The courage to be an independent man, to face whatever 

problems lie in front of you with absolute conviction, and 

the will to succeed. That is sisu." 

Juho's mind seemed to implode from within. His brain 


to savor the words as they echoed through the 
caverns of his mind, weighing the value of each and every 
one. 

The weight of the rifle suddenly felt suffocating 
as they followed the trail further into the woods, saying 
nothing.The sun hung high above the tree canopy at midday 
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as Juho and his father made camp in a soft meadow just 
off their path. The ground glowed from sunbeams trickling 
down through the leaves. Insects fluttered around Juho's 
head as Tero prepared their lunch. Juho massaged his 
swollen feet through the thick padding of his hiking boots. 
The thin trees clung to each other as if they needed warmth 
to survive throughout the year. The lengthy Finnish winters 
had killed all of the branches at eye level, leaving summer 
foliage to grow near the top, tens of feet high, where the heat 
rose and clustered together like a precious resource. The 
green clumps of foliage blended together, creating a dense 
canopy that blocked out the majority of the sun's light. 

Juho spread margarine on a slice of rye bread and 
stared at his father while he laid out a small tin of berries 
and dried meat. 

"Do you think we'll find another one so soon?" Juho 
said. 

"Yes, I think so." Tero said. He took off his glasses 
again and tucked them into his right shirt pocket. "Do you 
think we'll find one?" 

Juho looked down at his bread. "Well, maybe. It was 
an awfully loud shot." 

"The forest is a natural insulator. We have been 
walking for quite a while now." 

"Yes, I suppose we have." Across from Juho, the rifle 
shone in the soft light as it leaned against a tree. He quickly 
looked away. 

"The forest provides, Juho," Tero said. "It is not out 
to play tricks on you. If you go hunting, you will find what 
you are looking for." 

"How can you be so sure?" 
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Tero looked up from his lunch. "Men have walked 
through these forests for thousands of years in search of 
food. I have no doubt in my mind that you will find what 
you are looking for, too." 

Juho finished the of the rye bread. "Did those 
men have sisu too?" 

"Of course," Tero replied. "Where do you think you 
came from?" 

Tero began repacking the bags. Juho stared out into 
the depth of the wilderness. The branches high above him 
swayed with the wind. He imagined huge hunters walking 
together through the same path, arms low to the ground, 
silent. They fanned out among the brush and surrounded 
large moose, loosing arrows and spears to bring it down. He 
was dwelling on how the old sisu warriors would preserve all 
of the meat from the hunt when his father handed him the 
rifle again. 

They stopped once more for water at a small creek 
that broke over several sharp rocks before moving deeper 
into the woods with the traiL When his father had stopped 

with a gentle nudging of his palm, they had been 
traveling for two hours. The breath caught in Juho's lungs 
when he saw it. 
Another reindeer was grazing near an opening in the brush, 
this one larger than the last. His eyes followed the curvature 
of the animal, tracing the sharp points of its antlers down to 
its four hooves that pawed at the loose dirt. For a moment, 

left his body and was floating above the reindeer, 
its movements. Every detail, from the short 

on its summer pelt to the watery reflection of his face in the 
stag's iris was revealed to him in astonishing clarity. 
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If he breathed deeply to steel his nerves, he hardly noticed. 
The forest returned, and he was standing there with his 
father. They were hidden in a clump of brush near a lake. 
The lapping of the tide wove through their ears as it crested 
on the shore. The animal was visible beyond the remains 
of the tree line. It knelt to sip from the skim, its hind legs 
bulging as it drank. 

Juho's hands trembled as he tried to steady the 
rifle like his father did. It suddenly felt heavy in his arms, 
like it had suddenly grown twice in size. He found the bolt 
and a round from his vest pocket. Before he could fire, the 
silhouette of his father reared over him. Tero turned the 
gun sideways with his hand and peered down the stock. The 
safety poked out from the trigger guard. 

"You do not have to stand, Juho," Tero whispered. 
"Drop to one knee, like this." He bent down to Juho's 
height, switching the safety off as they repositioned. 

. "But the reindeer will be gone by now," Juho said, 
glancing back at his father. He struggled to fight the quaver 
in his voice. 

"Look straight ahead." 
The reindeer was still there. It was as if they had not 

existed at all. Juho steadied his aim with the help of a fallen 
log in the brush in front of him. Sisu. Fram this distance, he 
hoped that the first shot would incapacitate it. He had heard 
stories of animals that flew into a panic after they were shot. 
Their adrenaline surged in one enormous burst as they 
attempted to run away on punctured muscles and broken 
bones. The hunters would usually catch up with the frenzied 
creature several minures later, crumpled at the bottom of a 
hill or collapsed in a grove, bleeding. He hoped his father 
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wouldn't force him to gut the animal, but he knew he had 
no choice. They had come this far through the forest. Sisu. 
Juho's thoughts clouded over. What was it that his father 
had said? Conviction. He looked down the sight of the rifle. 
The shot echoed through the tall canopy, and the animal 
felL When he approached the writhing body of the reindeer, 
Juho finished it himself without thinking. 

Eric Altemus was born in Milwaukee, WI and is currently studying 
English and Finnish at Indiana University. His work has been published 
in Prairie Margins, Labyrinth and READ THIS, and is currentl.. 
forthcoming in Anemone Sidecar. 
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The Page Turner 
Kate Kenney 

I am eight going on eleven lying in my cupboard un
der the stairs. The lightning bolt shaped scar hides beneath 
my limp hair. But I am a wizard! Can it be that such magical 
things exist? Ginger hair, Butterbeer, Remembral clutched 
in my fist. Zoom, swish, whoosh! Malfloy give it here. That 
pointy nose snob is looking at me with a sneer. I wander 
the castle at night and hear evil lurking about. Quick, move! 
There's a dog with one, two, three ugly snouts! Christmas
time with presents, I am the luckiest boy who's ever lived, 
Potion book, wand, and a cauldron to be sieved. Chicken 
legs, pork chops, pudding pasties galore. I eat, and eat, and 
eat the plates give more, more and more. The turban unrav
els and I am frozen with fear. The stone hides in my pocket 
as my scar starts to sear. 

I am ten and I am Margret, asking, "God, are you 
there?" This bra is too tight, it itches, this is all too much 
to bear. Synagogue, church, "1 am sorry," 1 sob. Confess to 
the priest because 1 think he is God. Tears stream, broken 
dreams, first training bra. The girl with curves is so pretty, 
all the boys stare in awe. r like him, no 1 don't, it all changes 
with time. Soon 1 will kiss him, soon he'll be mine. 

r am suddenly twelve and a magic tollbooth has ar
rived. I must hop in my car now, for this boredom rwill not 
survive. Through the hills and valleys my car clatters and 
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rinks. The road to Expectations is much longer than you'd 
think. All is quite dreadful until I find Tock, a magical dog 
with the body of a large, ticking clock. The orchestra plays a 
sunset so bold. I must find Rhyme and Reason, for time flies 
I am told. 

Finally fourteen and New York City is calling my 
name, a bungalow in West Egg where nothing will ever be 
the same. Pretty girls; fancy cars, parties that last until morn
ing, Jay promises me a life far from anything but boring. A 
mistress, a broken nose, and in all in one day, it is bemusing 
and exciting, to be Nick Carraway. Daisies and mansions, a 
love affair for an hour, this lemon car cannot stop leaving 
everything bitter and sour. The green light it flickers, like the 
blink of an eye, this pool's red reflection does not tell a lie. 

I am now sixteen and I am the new girl in town. Tell 
me why does the handsome boy see me and frown? I know 
Biology will never be the same class again, I love him so 
much, even the way he cradles his pen. His eyes often turn 
from amber to black, but with those chiseled cheekbones 
there is no looking back. His thirst for my blood may cost 
me my life. But he is oh so alluring with his gaze full of re
straint and strife. Skin of marble that sparkles like diamonds 
in the light, to not kiss him in gym class took every ounce 
my might. Save me dear Edward for I have taken! Or 
leave me to die young, and forever forsaken. 

I am 20, and I am jaded, for the fairy tales have gone, 
faded out from my life like the end my once-favorite 
song. I no longer visit Narnia or Lands Beyond. Reality 
gripped me, a dull, creeping, silent yawn. Stein spins me 
about, sliding me down the longest slide I've ever slid. "A 
rose is a rose is a rose?" To you, dear poet, good riddance 
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I bid. Ten a.m. they ask all they can of me, Shakespeare's 
daunting question, "To be or not to be?" I would not know 
the answer if not for the translation on the right. No Fear 
Shakespeare, pick your copy up tonight. As I stack my text
books, and ruffle the post-it notes that fan, I can't help but 
to sometimes wish I was still forever lost in Neverland. 

Kate Kenney is excited to be a part of Zaum XVI! Honored to be 
included with such talented students whose work she's admired over 

the past few years, and having finally graduated from Sonoma State 

University, she's excited to finally see her work in 
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Burned Out 
Kristen Johnson 

and ninety-nme cents a 
with tax. Five eighty-two if there's 

a sale. 
Add a dollar or so if I need a lighter. 
There's something indescribable about peeling the 

cellophane off a fresh pack of cigarettes, briefly admiring the 
silver glint of paper inside the box before I tear that out too 
and crumple it in a ball, discarding it who knows where. I 
don't normally litter. Then, firmly tapping the box against 
my open palm, ensuring the cigarettes are nice and packed. 
Afterwards I take one out for inspection to make sure there 
is approximately half a centimeter of space between the tip 
of the paper and the tobacco before I softly tap the cigarette 
against a flat surface for good measure. 

I am very methodical in my suicide. 
This process, this feeling, is hard to explain. My mind 

is racing in anxiolls anticipation, and I prolong this stage as I 
leave the Quickie Mart and find a safe place to hide from the 
world, a secret smoking spot. Usually behind a dumpster or 
in an empty alleyway. I've carefully carved out an extra 
minutes in my morning routine for this. It isn't until after 
that first drag that the dust settles and clarity sets in, along 
with the guilt. I take another drag and picture my lungs, 
blackened and covered in a thick fog. I picture my face, gray, 
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wrinkled. I picture my yellow fingertips, skin cracking. I 
take another drag. I'll see my reflection in the window of a 
passing car, or maybe it's the faint outline of my shadow on 
the pavement. Whatever it is, it doesn't match the image in 
my head. The girl I see looks delicate, young, alive. But the 
rolled white paper in her hand says otherwise. 

It is break time at work. I'm running out the back 
door, waving at my coworkers and rambling some excuse that 
I need coffee while my hand searches feverishly inside my 
bag. 

A moment of panic. 
Where the hell is my lighter? Why don't I ever put 

it in the same spot? A warm, buttery feeling that I think is 
relief melts over me as my fingertips at first tentatively brush 
over it, then grasp hungrily around it. I'm safe behind my 
dumpster again. Ravenously I suck one cigarette down in a 
matter of a few minutes. It isn't until I'm lighting a second 
one that the feeling comes back again. I hear someone 
coming and jump slightly, fumbling to stuff my pack back 
into my purse. 

I've taken up the hobby of dodging degenerates. It 
seems they are the only other people who smoke and they're 
always asking to bum one. Sometimes they'll offer me a 
dime. I want to ask, "If you smoke then why don't you just 
buy your own?" Instead, with my pack cleverly concealed 
respond with fake empathy, "Sorry, I bummed this one." 

It's just a man in a suit eyeing me disapprovingly 
as he walks by. "You're too pretty to smoke," he declares 
knowingly, as if he is the first person on the planet to offer 
this profound utterance. 

I manage a wan smile and small shrug before taking 
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another drag. You would think someone would get some 
peace and quiet behind a dumpster. He shakes his head and 
moves on. I feel uncomfortable and suddenly my skin feels 
very dry. Then I think of going back into work and there's 
a tight feeling in my stomach. I hate dealing with people. I 
douse myself in body spray, pop a mint and walk back in. I 
realize I don't have a coffee. 

I'm out of breath and sitting on a curb, 
simultaneously loving and hating the burn in my throat. I 
had to escape but I don't know why. Mom made a comment 
about smelling smoke on my hair. Shortly after dinner I 
made up a flimsy excuse about having to get going and here I 
am sitting curbside a little down the street from my parent's 
house and lighting leaves on fire. I picture my heart, dark 
and shriveled on a platter stuck with a knife. 1 feel a hole in 
my throat. I'm getting gutsy. I can hear the faint laughter of 
my family drifting in the distance and I find it very odd they 
have no clue I'm still here, sitting in the dark. 

It's a lonely chore, being a closet smoker. 
I hate it. I need it. I hate it. I need it. I need it. I need 

it. 
I have a great buzz going. We are sitting outside on 

the patio of some bar I couldn't tell you the name of and 
I'm surrounded by a blur of glittery lights and the sound 
of clinking of glasses. Faces all around me are flushed, 
animated, speaking at great volumes and speeds. I'm feeling 
very nicely indeed and suddenly I don't care who sees me 
smoking. Tonight I'm not in the closet. I slide out one of 
my slim youth stealers and light it in a way that I think looks 
smooth. The boy in front of me that I've been chatting 
makes a face. 
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"You smoke?" 
"Only when I'm drunk," I lie nonchalantly. 
He laughs. It sounds plastic. "A social smoker. Can I 

bum one!" 
I pass one over and mentally calculate the damage. 

We flirt over our cigarettes, sipping the remnants of our 
drinks. I can tell he wants to take me home. I just have to 
give him the signal that I want to. I watch his Adam's apple 
bob up and down enthusiastically and there is a strange tic 
in his eye. I don't want to. He thinks I'm the girl with the 
fresh young face who drinks dirty martinis and smokes half a 
cigarette once a year. He thinks I'm charming and smart but 
it's the booze that has infiltrated my voice and his ears. He 
doesn't know behind all that there's nothing but a pair of 
raisins for lungs. 

At some point in the conversation my mind drifts. 
I hear him talking but don't hear him, just sit smiling and 
nodding in the places that seem appropriate. I've gotten 
fairly good at this. I wonder where my friends went off to 
and if I should cab it tonight. He is still droning on as I 
debate different ways to lose him. 

I see the smashed cigarette butt on the ground, 
covered in ash and leaking tobacco. Suddenly I am very 
determined. I pull the pack of cigarettes out of my purse and 
rip them all in half in one fell swoop. The boy in front of me 
looks surprised. 

"I'm over it," I say simply and toss the pack aside. 
He laughs as if this is hilarious, which it isn't, and 

continues rambling. There is a flower box next to us. Bright 
pink and yellow petals nod at me in the breeze and I can't 
help noticing the fragility of their skin, the vibrancy of their 
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color. Close to the dirt I see one flower wilted and brown, 
jaded by the sunlight. I wonder if, with better care, it would 
have lived longer. 

Something tells me I'll be back at the Quickie Mart 
in the morning. 

Kristen Johnson resides in Santa Rosa, California and is currently a 
student at Sonoma State University. She is majoring in English with 
a concentration in creative writing and is a staff member at Zaum. 
Particularly favoring works in fiction and prose, Kristen aspires to one day 
have a career as an editor at a literary magazine. 
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Does This Hurt? 
Noelle Ho 

I was six years old when my brother overdosed. He 
was twenty and I didn't understand. 
Our salmon pink house phone was ringing on the owl
wallpapered wall the moment that my mom and I walked 
in the door. I clambered towards a dining room chair as she 
went to grab the phone, the long cord tangled around her 
wrist as she replied. She gasped; words choked her throat as 
she earnestly listened to the voice on the other end of the 
line. She grabbed my hand and instructed me to leave my 
backpack on the table. 

"Where are we going?" I questioned. 
"To see your brother," she hastily replied in a frenzied 

search for the keys that were in her hand. 
Before I knew it we were back in the car, en 

route to Memorial HospitaL There was a flurry. Chaos. A 
terrifYing silence permeated that car ride; a heavy, horrible 
suspicion that something awful was happening. My mom 
shuffled us quickly through the authoritative entrance doors 

Memorial hospitaL It was a Tuesday; I remember because 
it had been show and tell that day. I clutched my prized 
stuffed animal, a white cat named fluffY, tightly to my side as 
we navigated the antiseptic scented hallways of the hospitaL 
The cold fluorescent lights hummed high above me as we 
breezed past rooms and rooms of ailing people. Finally, we 
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arrived at a room filled with a sea of worried familiar faces. 
My brother, Hieu, was at the center of it all. Groggy and 
befuddled, he lay propped up in a hospital bed 

and monitors sticking out at every possible angle. lndlvlUllC~ 


beeped and buzzed and calculated impossible measurements. 

Doctors crowded around his weary frame and asked him 

questions that seemed impossibly simple. 


"Hieu, do you know what day of the week it is?" 
"1... It's ... " Hieu sputtered. 
"Do you know what state you are in?" my dad 

chimed in. 
"Uhh... I'm not sure?" he replied diffidently, his eyes 

fixated to the right side of the room. 
cocaine had ravaged 

claimed his life. He was lucky that one of the young men 
that dragged him to the street had enough of a conscience 
to call an ambulance to find him in time. My mom covered 
her mouth with her hand, her eyes widening in despair. 
My dad stood beside Hieu and stared at him with clinical 
eyes. He had removed himself from the personal agony of 
this situation and reverted to his professional mind. This 
hospital had been his old stomping grounds. called in 
favors to bring in the best doctors to examine his precious 
son. It was his way of coping with the immense sense 
helplessness. I gripped the end of the bed and perched FluffY 
at Hieu's feet, pointing at the white ball of hair to show him 
my new furry friend. My mom pulled me closer to her in 
the corner of the crowded room and hushed my impatient 
call for attention. I stared helplessly as my brother was poked 
and prodded as my family looked on. 

"Do you know who the president is?" my oldest 
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brother Troy asked. 
"No... 1... I don't." 
Troy smiled as he replied, "It's Regan. Ronald Regan 

is the president, Hieu." 
"No way! The actor? Really? Dave is the president?" 

he chuckled in disbelief. 
The tensions eased as he spoke those words, but the facts 
remained the same. We almost lost him and he was so lucky 
to be alive. 

The afternoon sunlight shone through dusty cream 
curtains that hung in our cavernous living room. I wandered 
into the kitchen to find something to eat, only to find my 
brother staring dejectedly out the window. I crawled onto my 
brother's lap as he sat in a worn brown leather chair in our 
living room. 

"Why do you look so sad?" I chirped as the red 
ribbon in my hair fen out of place. He reached out to grasp 
the satin string in vain and sighed at the defeat. It had been 
two days since he had been released from the hospital. Two 
days since his friends had dragged his limp body to the 
curb and left him for dead. They had unknowingly severed 
the nerves that controlled his hand and finger movement 
in their panicked action. He gazed grimly at his ice-cold 
immobile hands that curled unwillingly into soft fists. 

"My hands don't work anymore," he shuttered as the 
words fen from his lips. 

"Do they hurt? Let me see!" I exclaimed, both of my 
tiny palms tugged at his arms. 

He dwarfed me in stature; a full-grown man who 
towered high above me at 5' 11'. He was my hero, my idol, 
and the coolest guy I knew. Hieu was a loving brother who 
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took me to the arcade to play pinball and who spent many 
afternoons with his friends teaching me how to walk on 
the front porch. He was impossibly cool. I used to sit in his 
room covering my ears as he did what he loved most, playing 
electric bass. He had been touring for two years before the 
accident had happened; a tour that lead him to forty-three of 
the fifty states. It was his passion, his calling in life that drew 
him to the success he found on the road. Those dreams were 
now shattered. His quest for a life and identity outside of the 
one he held here had lead him back to a home he imagined 
he would never return to. A home he had run away from 
three years prior. I held his hands to the light and inspected 
them earnestly, comparing them to my own. They were as 
cold as ice. I tried to flatten them on my lap to examine 
them more closely, but they reverted in rebellion to their 
former form. I wrangled his hand in my own and pulled one 
finger back cautiously. 

"Does this hurt?" I questioned, not 
comprehending the extent of his injuries. 

"No," he responded flatly. 
I smiled in satisfaction and tugged at another pushing his 
other hand out of the way. 

"How about this? Does this hurt?" I smiled as I 
pulled at another digit. 

"No, Noelle that doesn't " despondent tone 
matching the expression on his 
After repeating this process with the remaining fingers and 
receiving identical replies, I smiled and leaned into his body 
to give him a hug. I looked up into his hollow brown eyes 
and grinned at my infallible hero. 

"Then you are fine!" I beamed as I embraced his 
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fragile frame. He smiled at me and hugged me.tightly. To 
him this accident was the end of his life and the end of his 
dreams. To me it was his return home and a second chance 
for him to live his life. It is a conversation that has stuck 
with me for the entirety of my life. 

I woke up on April 3rd, 2010 and checked my phone 
for messages. To my surprise I found two unopened text 
messages from the night before from my brother's girlfriend, 
Pia. They read, "Hieu had a bike accident and went to 
the ER. They think it was a concussion. He was wearing a 
helmet that got cracked from the impact." A kind Samaritan 
had seen his limp body sprawled on a bike path in New York 
City and called an ambulance. He was lucky to still be alive. 
We had almost lost him. Again. My mind raced back to 
the moment my mother picked up that salmon phone and 
gasped at the information being fed to her. I fell back onto 
my bed and gripped my phone as I reread the words carefully 
once again. The air refused to fill my lungs and I struggled 
for breath in desperation as I attempted to comprehend 
the impossible letters before my eyes. We had an entire 
country between us now. There was nothing I could do in 
the moment to help him. I suddenly felt as helpless as when 
I was hanging on to the side of his hospital gurney when I 
was six. The subsequent days brought news of double vision, 
short-term memory loss and toddler-like conversation. We 
feared the worst and hoped for the best. 

A<; I spoke with him a few days after the accident, I 
had a flashback to our conversation so many years before. 
It took the words that I spoke when I was only six-years 
old to remind me of the simple truth that I had taken for 
granted. Life hurts and so often we are faced with situations 
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that break our spirits and push us far past our limits. When 
we rise above the debilitating trauma of the circumstances 
at hand we appreciate the luxury of another day. Another 
opportunity to live life to the fullest and a humbling 
reminder that tomorrow is never promised. Luckily, my 
brother has had two such opportunities in his life to recover 
fully from a dire situation. He is my hero, my confidant, 
and one of my favorite people in the entire world. Without 
him I would not be the person that I am today. I am grateful 
to have him in my life and his experiences have helped me 
shape my own path. His accidents have reminded me to 
appreciate each morning that I am fortunate enough to greet 
and to approach each task with fearlessness and passion. The 
question that I asked him aU those years ago hangs in my 
ears in a different context and now I have the answer. Does 
life hurt? Of course it does, but that's how we know that 
we're still living. 

Noelle Ho is a lifelong resident of Sonoma County. Sher is a recent 
alumna of the SSU English department and is currendy pursuing her Juris 
Doctorate at Embire College School of Law. 
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Beautiful Waste 
Robert Porter 

"1t is with great difficulty that 1 explain my situation. 
The work has been done by me for some time now and 
1 grow weary. The wastes are revolting and the radiation 
burns my very soul and mind, but my sweet dear, you must 
understand that 1can't do this alone." The man paced back 
and forth in a concentrated effort. "This shack which brings 
us shelter from the sun and protects our children from 
the cruelty that God has placed upon us; this shack needs 
maintaining. 1 find myself patching all the holes and locking 
all the locks, but my sweet Rosemary you must at least try to 
help me. You sit all day and night in that chair while 1 brave 
the wastes outside to look for supplies, food and water." He 
continued to pace. "You mean everything to me and not 
even for eternal prewar wealth would I let you be harmed. 
For our children as well. The food that they waste goes 
rotten in front of them because their father is so gracious in 
portioning and scavenging, but sweet Rosemary, my darling 
wife, you must assist me." He gestured toward the unseen 
sky. "No angel will bring us food and water and no saint will 
bring us happiness. It is with my hard work that our children 
continue their education. You know Jamison received top 
marks yesterday on his biology exam?" He nodded toward 
the boy at the table. "1 ask you to at least help me with 
our beautiful vegetable garden. It boasts great growth and 
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prosperity especially for this time of year. The tomatoes 
are as large as watermelons and even juicier than last year! 
I had half of one just earlier today. The flavor explodes in 
your mouth as if it were made of the very atoms split in the 
bombs that rained down upon our heads. God had a reason 
for it. He has cleansed this land and brought us to our most 
humble hour. There is no pessimism in this household and 
I will not tolerate profanity Lisa!" He shouted toward the 
young girl sitting next to Jamison at the table. "But of course 
you said nothing. Always your excuse. Excuses are like your 
mother, they never work." He let out a loud cackle and 
paced even quicker writhing his weathered hands together. 

"The men at the power plant have taken to the 
environment. We no longer recycle. The scorched ground 
doesn't bring vegetation so we will not help it survive! I have 
found peace and I will not let her hide again." He walked 
over to the broken refrigerator and placed his hand on the 
chipped handle. "Rosemary, will you please clean tomorrow. 
While I am at work, there is much to be done. The children 
will be at school and your sweet hand is so great around the 
edges. 

We are having Beth and Charlie over for herb 
crusted lamb tomorrow and I would like the place to be 
spotless. I have just gotten some 'Armstrong's Clean Sweep' 
so it should be a breeze for you, and speaking of breeze, 
would you be a darling and close that window," he gestured 
toward the rusted metal wall of the shack, "it has turned 
rather cold. August brought such an amazing hot spell, but 
recently there has only been rain and chilling wind. Lisa 
came down with a cold just the other night and her teacher 
grew concerned, but it seems to be better now." He looked 
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over to the table. "Lisa is your cold better now? I know how 
Ms. Marjory was concerned, but you seem to be holding on 
quite swell as of late. You would possibly be doing better 
if Rosemary would CLOSE THE FUCKING WINDOW! 
Don't be hasty you old bitch! I wouldn't want you to hurt 
yourselfl" He let out another high cackle and opened the 
fridge. 

Three brains sat rotting next to each other. They 
slumped, oozing in the refrigerator. Flies buzzed around the 
interior of the fridge. He reached for the partially eaten one 
and pulled it out slamming the door. He walked over to the 
table and sat at a chair across from his daughters decaying 
body and mutilated head. Flies buzzed around her body and 
maggots crawled over her dry tight skin. 

"Lisa, would you like to try some of this tomato? I 
got it from the garden earlier and it is simply delicious. I was 
thinking of entering them into a contest next Saturday down 
at the Willow Fair. You and Jamison," he gestured to his 
son's rotten corpse, still wearing overalls, "should have the 
day free. Come cheer daddy on. Who knows, maybe I'll even 
get you a couple Slushies! But don't drink them too qUickly, 
you may get a brain freeze!" He began to laugh hysterically. 
He stood up and walked toward the dead woman sitting in 
a chair next to the door. He stopped laughing as he reached 
her. "I told you to SHUT THE FUCKING WINDOW!" He 
hit her across her partially decaying mouth and she fell dully 
to the floor causing a small cloud of dust to rise. He shrieked 
suddenly and looked at his hand. Blood was running from 
a wound caused by a tooth sticking out of it. He quickly 
removed it and threw it on the ground. 

''I'm sorry Rosemary, you know I hate it when you 
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make me do that. I just wish you would help out once in 
a while." He lifted her lifeless body back onto the chair. 
"Good as new and we can go visit Dr. Maxwell's dentistry 
first thing in the morning. He will make that smile sweet as 
Bazooka Bubblegum." The man sat down at the table again 
and sighed deeply. 

"Alright it's time for bed. You youngsters don't 
want to be late for school again. Ms. Marjory doesn't 
tardiness." He looked at his dead son and daughter with 
in his eyes. "Rosemary, after the dentist I will drop you here 
so you can clean for our guests. I will bring the lamb home 
after work. I hope the war didn't kill off all of the lamb! 
That would be devastating!" 

Robert Porter is an undergraduate creative 'Writing major at Sonoma State 
University. His genre of concentration is narrative writing, but he also 

writing poetry. 
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We Will Live To Fight Another Day 
Sarah Knotts 

Camden, New Jersey 
November, 1930 

The morning air was damp and oppressive, and a 
light mist clung to the hillside and pressed down upon the 
cemetery and the mourners dressed in their Sunday best. 
A nauseous odor filled the nostrils of the small gathering, 
courtesy of the paper mill situated just down the road from 
the cemetery, and made it difficult to breathe without 
distorting one's face into a look entirely unfit for the somber 
occasion. The women held their embroidered handkerchiefs 
pressed to their noses, which served the dual purpose of 
blocking the stench and wiping the tears from their eyes. 

Beside the site of the grave stood a small child, a 
girl, around the age of six. She was wearing a simple blue 
dress with a white linen collar, and her hands were clasped 
demurely in front of her, her fingers inter-locked tightly 
together. She stared down at the grave site, her eyes wide, 
and she drew her breath in short, panting gasps, unable to 
associate the warm, beautiful mother she knew with the 
cold woman resting peacefully inside the coffin, about to be 
buried underneath the pile of dirt to the side of the minister, 
a recent graduate of the seminary. 

He was a squat and pudgy sort of man. He peered 
out at the small gathering of people through the lenses of 
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his spectacles, "Truly, truly, I say to you, he who hears my 
word and believes him who sent me has eternal life; he 
does not come into judgment, but has passed from death to 

" He wanted to be sure that no man could accuse 
of shirking his spiritual duty, or even worse, that he was 
failing to perform up to the expectations placed upon him 
by the church elders. His words were hardly heard by the late 
woman's husband, or her three children, but that was to be 
expected. They were in an intense state ofshock over the 
passing of their wife and mother. It mattered very little to 

that they were seemingly unaffected. He continued on 
with his sermon. 

The little girl looked up at her father, standing silent 
and still beside her, as if he too, was no longer breathing. 
He stared out across the cemetery, avoiding the sight of his 
wife's coffin, or the eyes of his children. Her brother, Joseph, 
stood directly behind her, and he lowered his hand down 
and unto her shoulder, and gave it a light squeeze. The 

were caught up, if only for a moment, in a cloud of 
comfort, but it was quickly pierced by the droning voice of 
the minister. 

"Before I ask all those gathered here to say their final 
goodbyes to Mary Cann, I would like to recite a traditional 
Gaelic blessing." He paused a moment, allowing time for 
the magnitude of the importance of his words to sink into 
the mourners, trying to guarantee that 
eulogy was not lost on them. "May the road rise up to meet 
you, may the wind be always at your back, may the sun shine 
warm upon your face; the rains fall soft upon your fields and 
until we meet again, may God hold you in the palm of His 
hand." 
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With a small nod of his head, he signaled the two 
men standing with long shovels in their hands to begin 
performing what was, for them, an ordinary and repetitive 
part of life. Within seconds they began to move the tools, 
scooping up the dirt and dumping it on top of the coffin, 
burying it beneath the earth. 

The minister stood with his hands clasped around 
his bible and looked out at the small gathering of mourners. 
He cleared his throat and brought the book in his hands 
up to his chest. "1 would like to now ask the family if there 
is anything they would like to say, any last words for Mary 
before she meets our glorious maker, and finds true, and 
everlasting peace." He waited, expecting someone to step 
forward. He looked towards the husband, Leo, whose eyes 
were cast down at his feet, and at the three children, the 
youngest of which had a look of absolute terror and disbelief 
in her eyes. After a few minutes of tense silence, neighbors 
and other various co.mmunity members began filing past Leo 
and his children, offering their condolences to Leo's mother 
and to Joseph, who seemed to be the only two willing or able 
to receive them, They glanced down at the grave and crossed 
themselves, shook hands with the minister, and then walked 
slowly down the hill and back towards the town. They would 
no doubt spend the entire day mourning Mary's death, but 
before long they would stop bringing plates of food to the 
grieving family, and after even more time had passed they 
would cease to think of her at all. 

After the last of the neighbors and family friends 
had departed, and the dirt had all been shoveled and packed 
down on top of the grave, the minister offered his own', 
private condolences to the family, and then began the long 
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trek back down to the parish situated at the heart of town. 
Within minutes he was already contemplating his next 
sermon to be delivered in church on the following Sunday. 

Leo stood at the grave for a few moments longer, 
then abruptly turned and started down the hill, neglecting 
to look back to his children. Joseph, being the oldest at 
the mature age of twelve, valiantly brushed a few solitary 
tears from his eyes and then slung his arm over his brother 
Owen's shoulders, who was three years his junior, and 
together they walked slowly behind their father, leaving their 
little sister alone with her grandmother. 

Catherine, who was the spitting image of Mary, had 
yet to move, and seemed unable to tear her eyes from the 
fresh mound of earth resting beneath the simple headstone 
bearing her mother's name. A small breeze stirred up, 
producing a gust of wind that shook the trees surrounding 
the cemetery and caused what few leaves were left on the 
branches to fall to the ground. Catherine shivered slightly. 
She had worn a hole in the elbow of her coat several weeks 
back, and her mother had meant to mend it for her. Now it 
hung, untouched and torn on a hook right inside the living 
room, next to the chair her mother would sit in to darn 
socks and mittens, her basket of yarn resting conveniently at 
her feet. 

Her grandmother stood silently beside her, 
felt that the cold was becoming too much for anybody to 

bear, especially for a child without a coat, she gently wrapped 
her arms around Catherine's small frame and then turned to 
steer her away from the site. 

As if she had been awakened from a trance, 
Catherine yanked herself away from her grandmother's 
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embrace, and let out a strangled cry followed by a torrent of 
tears which had, up until now, been repressed. She furiously 
flung herself down to the ground, clawing away at the dirt 
covering her mother's coffin. "She can't breathe underneath 
all that dirt! She can't get out of that box and she won't be 
able to corne home!" She could barely see through the tears 
pouring down her face and her arms were quickly becoming 
sore, and still she clawed away at the earth, desperate to 
uncover the coffin. 

Her grandmother quickly recovered from her shock 
and then caught Catherine up into her arms, pressing her 
face into the dark flowers printed on her linen dress, trying 
to restrain her and soothe her. Catherine pushed against her 
and struggled to free herself from her grandmothers binding 
hold. Her brown hair fell loose around her shoulders, having 
corne undone from the pins holding it in place, and her 
fingers left smudges of dirt along her cheeks where she tried, 
unsuccessfully, to wipe the tears and hair away from her eyes. 
She pounded her small hands against her grandmother's 
chest, but no matter how hard she tried to get free, her 
grandmother refused to let go, rocking her back and forth at 
the foot of her mother's grave. 

"Please, help me get her out from there. Please 
help me! When she wakes up she won't know where she 
is and she won't be able to see because it's so dark." Her 
breath was corning in great, shuddering gasps and tears were 
streaming down her face and still she tried to make her 
grandmother understand. "You have to help me save her, 
please Grandma!" 

"Hush my love; you are going to make yourself sick." 
Catherine felt her grandmother's hands running up and 
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down her back, soothing her and pushing her even farther 
into her embrace. Her body was wracked by convulsive 
sobs and together they stood there for a seemingly endless 
amount of time, so long that the sun had finally crept up 
from behind the hills surrounding the small town, and 
the warmth of its rays had pierced through the chill of the 

casting a glow of fiery light onto the rooftops of 
UUllUlll/:;" and the church clock tower. 

After a time, when Catherine's sobs had subsided 
and all that could be heard was the occasional sniff of 
her nose, her grandmother knelt down at her feet, taking 
both of her grimy hands into her own, larger, fleshy ones, 
wrinkled and rough from years of hard work and age, and yet 
comforting all the same. 

"Do you know what it means to say that someone is 
dead Catherine?" 

Catherine nodded her head slowly up and down, 
despite her obvious confusion. "It means that my mother is 
going to sleep, and that I am not going to be able to see her 
for a long time." 

grandmother looked into her eyes and offered 
her a small smile. "That is partly right. But being dead 
means that, even though she loves you very much and is 
going to dream about you every day, your mother is never 
going to wake up. She's up in heaven now with God and 
she can't come back down to New Jersey. But someday, after 
you have lived a long life and after you've had children and 
grandchildren of your own, you'll get to see her again." 

Catherine's eyes began to pool with fresh tears which 
threatened to spill forth and she fought desperately to hold 
them back. "Does my father know that she isn't coming 
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back?" 
Her grandmother slowly nodded her head up 

and down, and then reached into her pocket to retrieve 
her handkerchief, which she used to dry the tears away 
from Catherine's eyes. Catherine studied her, carefully 
considering her next question. "Who is going to take care of 
us?" 

Her grandmother placed the handkerchief back into 
the pocket of her coat and then looked up into Catherine's 
eyes. "You are all going to take care of each other, and I'm 
going to help you. But you have to be brave and strong, even 
when you are afraid and feel all alone, or when you miss 
your mother very much." 

"Did you ever have a mother Grandma?" Her 
grandmother's eyes clouded over, and she stared out over the 
top of Catherine's head, caught up, if only for a moment, in 
a memory. 

"Yes, but she died a long time ago, before you were 
ever born." Her voice was softer then before, and after 
several moments she planted a soft kiss on Catherine's 
forehead. 

After she pulled away Catherine looked into her 
eyes, trying to imagine her as a little girL She brought her 
hands up to her grandmother's face and ran her fingers over 
the lines on her forehead "Did you cry when she died?" 

Her grandmother nodded her head, yes. Wisps of 
her white hair which had been displaced by the wind framed 
her face, and her eyes were a startling shade of blue, bright 
and clear. She stood up from her crouched position and 
took a hold of Catherine's hand, grasping it firmly in her 
own. 
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"Do you think you might be ready to go home now?" 
Catherine drew a deep breath and took one last look 

at her mother's grave before nodding her head and turning 
towards the town stretched out beneath her at the bottom 
of the hilL Holding tightly to her grandmother's hand, 
they began their descent, picking their way through the 
headstones scattered around the cemetery, slowly 
down the trodden and solemn footpath. When Catherine 

to turn back around she could no longer tell which 
stone marked her mother's grave. Her body let out a small 
shiver, an aftershock from her intense attack of grief. She 
took a deep breath and clung to her grandmother's hand 
even tighter. Her mother was dead, but she was alive, moving 
forward was the only choice she had. 

Sarah Knotts is a senior at Sonoma State University pursuing her 
undergraduate degree in Creative Writing. She will be graduating in the 
spring, after which she witt be spending a year abroad in Germany. 
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Hanging With The Dirties 
Teresa Chiofalo 

They looked homeless, but it was their age that 
seemed so startling to me. How could a couple-no older 
than me, twenty-one-be anything but down on their luck 
if they are hitch-hiking at one thirty in the morning? They 
certainly did not fit the mold of a couple heading from 
South Beach. They looked like a postcard from Daytona 
Beach in the early seventies: she in her cropped, airbrushed 
tee with the fringe, cut-offs, and her copper locks-half black 
at the base and he in a tank top, black acid-washed jeans and 
his black Reebok aerobic high-tops. They were both in need 
of a hot shower, their hair and clothes plastered upon their 
skin and their skin peppered with the pimples that were not 
genetic, but a result of disregard. They were so displaced, 
pair of dirties not but a mile from the neon panorama of 
Ocean Drive behind us . 

. A heated discussion erupted between me and my 
passengers, Pam and Brian. The two of them were aghast in 
disbelief that I intended to stop for these two hitch-hikers. 
The contrast of their faces was unified by the peaks of their 
brows as they were pleading for common sense. It was such 
a distinction from their faces that I saw every day-Pam's 
bedroom eyes dreamily floated through the hours of every 
day, their steadiness from our first cup of coffee to our last 
pint of beer implying a hum of ambivalence; Brian's dark 
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eyes were always loving and admiring my face, twinkling in 
the corners with his steady appreciation and tolerance. To 
others, his was a fierce, imposing face, but I warmed at how 
it changed when his eyes met mine. Except at this moment. 
These two sets of eyes were burning at me. I was not 
concerned with Pam's argument against my decision. She 
was my roommate, my best friend; she was all too familiar 
with my whims and knew they would pass. But Brian, he 
was always skeptical-he trusted no one. He grew up in the 
projects of Philadelphia and bemused me with tales of a life I 
had never known: gangs, violence, thievery, rage. He argued 
that these people could be thieves or murderers and I wasn't 
prepared for what I would have to 

I softened to a halt on the side of the road. They 
gave me their story. Down and out. Displaced. Heading 
somewhere. Needing a break, a good night's rest. And I gave 

mine. A little tipsy. Out with friends. Nothing to do. 
Hop in. 

I not only offered them a lift, I offered them that 
precious good night's sleep they were longing for. I saw 
the shift in the front seat of Pam's discomfort. Here I am 
offering up a place to stay for these two vagrants-her place 
to stay. 

With just a backpack between the two of them, 
they had everything they needed. It didn't dawn on me the 
skill-or desperation-in whittling your worldly possessions 
down to just one sack. What could I put in one sack-what 
could Brian and I together put in one sack? A single change 
of clothing, a wallet, family photos, an address book, a copy 
of Suttree, shoes, a gun. Brian owned a gun. I didn't have a 
gun, although, I didn't need one. But these two might. 
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We all slept lightly that night: Brian who understood the 
implications, Pam who was mad as hell and had to work 
in the morning, and I-the drunken ferryman. Our two 
guests showered, ate, and made some phone calls. They had 
arranged a meeting with someone near a mall some twenty 
miles away. I agreed to help them on their way and Brian 
dutifully escorted me. 

Upon their exit, the guy asked for five dollars. 1 
thought that five dollars to unload this experience without a 
hitch was money well spent. I handed it over. The girl stayed 
in the backseat and the guy stood outside the open passenger 
door, separated from me by Brian. The guy stepped closer 
and the girl leaned back in the seat. A flood of disbelief 
came over me, but it was so quickly followed up by the 
pounding waves of danger. While she was behind me with 
the pack, he swung his head into view and the left corner 
of his mouth darted into a grin and I swallowed hard at this 
situation 1had put us in. He opened his mouth to speak and 
at this angle, it exposed his life of neglect, his brown-stained 
teeth stacked on top of one another, a chipped top incisor, 
two missing molars on the bottom-who knows how many 
on the top-several fillings. 

How much money do you have in there? We know 
you got more than five dollars. How about we go visit an 
ATM? 

llooked at Brian for the first time in all of this, his 
hands awkwardly on his hips, and his gaze dead ahead. I 
too looked straight ahead, fearful to look at the girl and 
discover just what was in that backpack and why it had Brian 
afraid to look, too. 1 cleared my throat hoping this could be 
a misconstrued moment, as though I could good-naturedly 
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right this problem when Brian hushed me by turning his 
gaze towards the girl. 

Do you have a gun in that bag? 
But the guy answered, "Maybe. That's what you need to 
know." 

Brian wheeled toward him and placed a gun at his 
navel and coolly said 
"I was talking to the girl. Now the two of you the fuck 
outta this car with the graces of your hostess as your prize. 
Think twice about who you ride with ... " 

And with that, they were gone. I was out five bucks 
and some pride. My body was shaking so violently that Brian 
drove us home in stone silence. 

Teresa Chiofala is an English/Creative Writing major who is minoring 
in Education at Agnes Scott College. Currently, she is starting her 
senior year. Outside of writing into the wee hours 

for three kids, one husband, three cats, a 
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Separation 
Vladislav Frederick 

It is Summer, and I am helping my Dad collect 
a fresh harvest of square bales. Catching and throwing a 
square bale is all fingers. To pick one up, I grasp the thin red 
twine that binds the hay. I feel taut cords cutting into that 
first crease, the joint where hands end and fingers begin. To 
throw, I pivot at the hip and fingers snap into straightness. 
The bale is launched into an organized pile growing behind 
me. After the twine has been released, my fingers still feel 
an unpleasant cutting sensation, a near-separation from the 
body. The joints feel tight, and I start to crack my knuckles, 
but abandon the movement. Since reading an article that 
doomed knuckle crackers to middle aged arthritis, I have 
given up on this habit. 

I am a writer; my fingers are how I speak, and make 
myself heard. Every word these appendages write is mighty, is 
more confident and convincing than anything my lips could 
articulate. Most of their time is spent on menial labor, but 
when they are gripping a pen, or caressing a keyboard, that is 
when they speak. My fingers are my voice. I do not take for 
granted, these fingers of mine. 

At the end of the day, bloody furrows are digging 
into the first joints of each finger. The pads of my thumbs 
are coarse with abrasion, hay pollen stinging the open 
wounds. My Dad notices and tells me that I am careless, that 
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I should wear gloves. One should always take care of their 
hands, he likes to say. My Dad built a life upon his fingers: 
architect, carpenter, inventor, agricultural engineer, and 
farmer. All careers conceived in 

fingertip. He does not take for granted, those fingers of 
his. But my Dad has never thrown square bales, and does 
not understand the love-hate relationship my fingers must 
have with miles of sharp red twine. If I wear gloves, then the 
twine will catch on tough leather; it will not slide into the 
natural grooves created by curled fingers. Instead, the twine 
will stop somewhere around the fingertips, threatening to 
dislocate joints with each throw. I try not to take for granted, 
these fingers of mine. 

Fingers are bridges, made from bone 
connect humans to their surroundings. Small, wrinkly 

pads of skin are all that is needed to access Touch, the 
most important sense to many, and especially to the blind. 
Without these appendages, humans cannot share in intimate 
relationships with the world around them. Handshakes, rock 
climbing, stir-frying, all become imaginary concepts without 
fingers to grasp these dreams into reality. Humans take for 
granted, the fingers they have. 

It is the Fall after harvest, and my Dad is in 
emergency room; they are telling him that everything is 
going to be fine. They say that surgery is still an option, 
that he should remain hopeful. Later I will remember being 
scared and concerned. But right now, I am in the corner 
of the room, oblivious to doctors and nurses swarming 
the operating table. Everything I see seems fuzzy, out of 
focus; everything except for my fingers. Each digit grabs at 
my thoughts, pulling them into' a scene that they afraid to 
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confront. 
I am standing on a concrete floor, pockmarked with 

age and layered with dust, under buzzing fluorescent bulbs. 
I can hear the quiet whine of a circular saw, turning off after 
the safety kicked in, a moment too late. A stained piece of 
rope lays by the machine, coiled like a snake with braided 
scales. There is an arc of blood, starting from the red teeth 
of a saw blade, ending at a lumber pile twenty feet away. One 
thumb and two fingers lay on the floor, like twigs discarded 
after being whittled from the branch. Nails are scratching 
the ground as the digits twitch, still attempting to Touch. 
Their jagged, wet stubs stare at me like eyes shedding scarlet 
tears, as if they are already mourning. A voice inside me is 
screaming and I am convinced, despite their mottled age, 
that these are my fingers. 

Vladislav Frederick is a senior student at Drake University, working 
towards a BA in English. Vlad is currently applying to Creative Writing 
MFA programs around the country, with the intent of writing poetry at a 
graduate level. 
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A r t i s t s 


Jenny Harp Star 
Jenny Harp is currently a Bachelor's of Fine Art student at Sonoma State 
University. Her work investigates the emotional relationshiPS that dwell 
in the intermediate space between the natural world and the domestic 
world and explores relationships of color, composition and objects within 
these contexts. For more information please check out her website at www. 
jennyharp. com. 

Natasha Bochard Free Beginnings 
Natasha Bochard is and undergraduate from San Diego, CA. She has 
been an artistfor most of her life and a writer for several years. She is 
currently pursuing a Fine Arts degree and a minor in Creative writing. 

Rosie Brookhouse Human Production Line 
Rosie Brookhouse grew up in Santa Rosa, where she found her passion 
photography. Currently living in San Diego, she is waiting to graduate, so 

she can start the next adventure, with camera in hand. 

Christian Bacigalupe Toxicity 
Artistic creativity is something Christian strives for in himself, and 
admires in others. With this in mind, his main goal is to perfect all outlets 
of expression. He also really enjoys long walks on the beach, but only if 
there is sappy sunset to go with it. 

Matthew Barnes Peculiar Manufactory 
Matthew grew up in the town of Sonoma and has been in this county for 

entire life. He plans to move to a city outside of CA and shoot 
his MFA. Art is one of the most important aspects of himself because it 
enables him to chip away at an understanding of an otherwise cryptic life 
here on earth. 
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Andrew Bayudan Swamp Demi-Goddess 
Andrew BayuOOn is an Animation/Illustration student at San Jose 
State University in California! When he isn't doodling, Andrew likes to 

longboard and escape the realities of life by getting lost in the city. At 
end of the 00"1. he bakes homemade cookies for his Lovin!! mother. 

Eleanor Bennett Sleep Anywhere, Walking Through 
Skeleton Trees 
Eleanor is a 15 year old internationally award winning photographer 
and artist who has won first places with National Geographic,The World 

Mencap, The Woodland trust and Postal Heritage. Her photography 
Best Photography, Papworth Trust, 

been published in the Telegraph, The Guardian, BBC News Website 
on the cover of books and magazines in the United states and Canada. 

Craig Peterson Self-Struggle, Man as Landscape 
Craig Peterson is a local bay area artist who just graduated from Sonoma 
State University in the Bachelor of Fine Arts program with an emphasis 

in 
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